Part I Architecture
SAN architecture is presented in these chapters:
•

“SAN design overview” (page 16)

•

“SAN fabric topologies” (page 23)

•

“Fibre Channel routing” (page 43)

•

“Fibre Channel over Ethernet” (page 62)

1 SAN design overview
SANs provide the data communication infrastructure for advanced, cost-efficient storage systems.
SAN technology offers investment protection, management features, and I/O price performance
to minimize capital expense. HP SAN architecture provides open network storage solutions for all
sizes and types of businesses, including small-to-medium-sized IT departments and enterprise
environments.
This chapter describes the following topics:
•

“SAN solutions” (page 16)

•

“HP SAN implementations” (page 17)

•

“SAN components” (page 18)

•

“Fibre Channel technology” (page 18)

•

“Storage area networks” (page 18)

•

“SAN infrastructure” (page 19)

•

“Fibre Channel switches” (page 19)

•

“SAN design approaches” (page 20)

•

“SAN design considerations” (page 20)

SAN solutions
SANs provide flexibility in system management, configuration, connectivity, and performance to
meet the needs of the changing business environment. For the most challenging IT problems, SANs
offer resilient solutions:
•

Open systems
SANs support various operating systems and servers to meet your operational requirements.
A robust storage infrastructure accommodates new business models, unexpected growth, and
corporate reorganizations.

•

Fast backup and restore
SANs remove backup and recovery traffic from the LAN, reducing congestion, improving
backup windows, and efficiently utilizing storage resources. You can use centrally managed,
high-performance tape libraries to reduce backup overhead.

•

Business continuance
SANs can eliminate single points of failure, incorporate failover software, and support mirroring
at geographically dispersed data centers for disaster recovery. You can quickly restore
productivity after a power failure or component downtime.

•

High availability
Redundant fabric designs, storage replication, dynamic failover protection, traffic rerouting,
and server clustering enable SANs to provide enterprise-class availability to open systems
servers.

•

Server and storage consolidation
Multiple servers and backup systems can share storage for efficient processing and increased
availability.

•

Cost savings
SAN total cost of ownership is typically less than DAS. The business realizes a higher return
on investment because sharing storage among servers utilizes capacity more efficiently, and
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expenses for backup hardware are reduced. Increased system availability can help prevent
costly downtime and lost data.
•

Centralized management
You can manage consolidated storage by using web-based tools from any location, thus
reducing labor costs.

•

Security
SANs support network security measures, such as authentication, authorization, access control,
and zoning.

•

Online scalability
You can add storage capacity or expand the fabric as needs change. You can add and
remove servers, and increase, change, or reassign storage while the SAN is online.

•

Modularity
Modular design simplifies SAN scalability and increases ROI by consolidating and sharing
systems.

Your SAN can incorporate all of these features, or you can start with a small SAN and add features
as your business needs change.

HP SAN implementations
You can configure a custom SAN by choosing components and following the HP design rules. HP
SAN designs employ a configuration philosophy that supports comprehensive SAN implementations.
•

Flexible design and deployment
HP provides standard topologies and design rules to meet the widest range of requirements
for small office environments, mid-range business systems, and enterprise-class installations.
The design rules and methods described in this guide enable change and expansion as needs
arise.

•

Incremental scaling
HP SANs maximize value by optimizing features and functionality of the SAN components.
You can expand your SAN over time by adding capacity and features as required.

•

Interoperability
HP SAN designs support multiple operating system, server, storage system, and SAN
infrastructure component types.

•

Geographically dispersed installations
HP provides components to meet local and long-distance connectivity requirements.

For information about:
•

SAN infrastructure solutions, see the Storage Networking website:
http://h18006.www1.hp.com/storage/saninfrastructure.html

•

SAN deployment in small-to-medium-sized businesses, see the HP Servers & Storage expertise
center website:
http://www.hp.com/sbso/serverstorage

•

The Small Business SAN Kit, see the MSA1000 website:
http://h18006.www1.hp.com/products/storageworks/msa1000smb/index.html

HP SAN implementations
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SAN components
A SAN consists of the following hardware and software components:
•

Switches
A Fibre Channel switch creates the fabric of the SAN. By interconnecting switches, you can
create scalable SANs with thousands of port connections.

•

Routers, bridges, and gateways
Router functionality provides high levels of scalability, dynamic device sharing, and Fibre
Channel network fault isolation. Routers, bridges, and gateways extend the SAN over long
distances and enable integration of multi-protocol technologies.

•

Storage devices
A SAN can integrate multiple storage system types, such as disk arrays and tape libraries, to
allocate storage efficiently.
nl

•

Servers and HBAs
HBAs connect the server to the SAN. HBA drivers provide an intelligent interface to the switches
and minimize CPU overhead.

•

Cabling and cable connectors
Fiber optic cables provide the physical connections between SAN components.

•

SAN management applications
HP applications manage and monitor components and ensure optimal SAN operation.

Fibre Channel technology
Fibre Channel is a comprehensive set of standards for communication among servers, storage
systems, and peripheral devices. A Fibre Channel network provides connectivity among
heterogeneous devices and supports multiple interconnect topologies.
The network can be connected to a variety of storage systems:
•

RAID arrays

•

Tape devices and backup libraries

Fibre Channel technology supports simultaneous use of these transport protocols:
•

IP

•

SCSI

•

iSCSI

For the latest information on Fibre Channel and related technologies, see the following website:
http://www.incits.org

Storage area networks
General-purpose networks, such as LANs, enable communication between servers. A SAN uses
multiple paths to connect servers and storage systems. To take full advantage of its capabilities,
the SAN is maintained separately from parallel general-purpose networks.
The network topology is the physical arrangement of interconnected hardware components. In a
basic topology, a Fibre Channel switch interconnects multiple servers and a storage system. To
protect against hardware failure, high-availability topologies connect redundant systems. You can
connect a complex and extensible network across long distances by choosing the required topology
and appropriate components, and then connecting devices with fiber optic cable.
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SAN infrastructure
You use fabric switches to create the SAN communication paths. The number of storage systems
that can be connected is determined by the number of ports available and other hardware
constraints.
SANs enable expansion by scaling storage capacity across numerous systems and long distances.
Scaling increases the number of devices and connections in a SAN. You can increase the number
of switches in a fabric, or you can use routing technology to connect multiple SAN fabrics or
multiple VSANs.

Fabrics
A fabric is a single switch or a set of switches connected to form a network. Fabric services manage
device names and addresses, timestamps, and other functionality for the switches.
A set of switches can be connected as a single fabric, an interconnected network of independent
fabrics (LSANs for B-series), or partitioned into multiple logical fabrics (Virtual Fabrics for B-series
or VSANs for C-series).

SAN scaling
You can increase SAN connectivity by adding switches to an existing SAN or by using switches
with more ports. When designing a SAN, you must ensure compliance with Fibre Channel standards
and switch specifications. For switch-based scaling, consider the following factors:
•

Fibre Channel architecture
Fibre Channel supports a maximum of 239 switches in a single fabric. HP specifies support
based on rules for the maximum number of switches and maximum number of ports in a single
fabric or multi-fabric SAN. Using many switches to obtain a high number of ports is
unacceptable if the fabric exceeds the total switch count limit. Likewise, using large-capacity
switches can create a network that exceeds the maximum number of ports.
For the HP-supported switch and port count fabric maximums, see “B-series switches and fabric
rules” (page 87), “C-series switches and fabric rules” (page 118), “H-series switches and fabric
rules” (page 136), and “M-series switches and fabric rules” (page 145).

•

Supported configurations
Each Fibre Channel switch product line specifies the maximum number of ISLs, user ports, and
hop counts, as well as link distances and other configuration limitations. The supported
configurations determine the practical size of a SAN.

•

Fabric services
Fabric services are distributed throughout the SAN to coordinate functions among all switches
in the fabric. A large SAN requires the management functions provided by high-end switches.
Some low-end switches have a limited capacity for expansion.

Routing technology facilitates SAN expansion beyond the capacity offered by switch-based scaling.

Fibre Channel switches
A switch is identified by its function in a SAN:
•

Core (or director)—Provides ISLs for any-to-any connectivity

•

Edge (or fabric or SAN)—Provides user ports for connecting servers and storage systems

For some switches, the model name (for example, HP StorageWorks Core Switch 2/64) indicates
its intended use in a SAN.

SAN infrastructure
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NOTE:
This guide describes specific switch and fabric rules for SAN configuration. A
heterogeneous environment requires coordination of components based on their rules to create a
consolidated system. You must also consider the restrictions and requirements of the servers, HBAs,
operating systems, cables, and other components.

SAN design approaches
HP has three approaches to SAN design, listed here in order of complexity and experience required:
•

HP standard design
HP standard designs specify the arrangement of Fibre Channel switches in a SAN fabric, and
are optimized for specific data access requirements and typical workloads. Implementing a
standard design is the simplest approach to SAN design. HP recommends this approach for
users who are designing a SAN for the first time.

•

Modified HP standard design
Select a standard SAN design that satisfies most of your requirements, and then modify it to
meet your data access and connectivity requirements. HP recommends this approach for users
with an intermediate level of SAN experience.

•

Custom design using the HP SAN design rules
Use a custom SAN design for specific storage and data access requirements. The SAN design
rules in this guide specify guidelines for configuring custom topologies. HP recommends this
approach for users with an intermediate or advanced level of SAN experience.
nl

For information about:
•

Standard SAN designs, see “SAN fabric topologies” (page 23)

•

Customizing a SAN design, see:

•

•

◦

“B-series switches and fabric rules” (page 87)

◦

“C-series switches and fabric rules” (page 118)

◦

“H-series switches and fabric rules” (page 136)

◦

“M-series switches and fabric rules” (page 145)

Heterogeneous SAN design, see:

◦

“Heterogeneous server rules” (page 163)

◦

“P2000 and MSA storage system rules” (page 208)

◦

“P6000/EVA storage system rules” (page 220)

◦

“P9000/XP storage system rules” (page 234)

Recommended SAN solutions and conventions, see “Best practices” (page 385)

SAN design considerations
To design or modify a SAN, evaluate the following:
•

Geographic layout
The locations of campuses, buildings, servers, and storage systems determine the required
SAN connections. SAN infrastructure components support long-distance connections and
multiple interswitch cable segments. Fibre Channel routing interconnects independent SAN
islands (fabrics) or VSANs to form a single, geographically distributed SAN.
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For information about supported distances, see “B-series switches and fabric rules” (page 87).
•

Data availability
A resilient SAN environment minimizes vulnerability to fabric or device failures and maximizes
performance. A mixture of availability levels can be implemented in the same SAN, depending
on the level of protection required for specific applications or data.
For information about availability levels, see “Data availability” (page 38).

•

Connectivity
Provide enough ports to connect servers, storage systems, and fabric components. To create
a high-capacity SAN, you can connect multiple fabrics or VSANs using routing.
For information about the connections available in a SAN fabric topology, see “SAN fabric
topologies” (page 23).

•

Storage capacity
Calculate the total storage capacity requirement and determine the type and number of storage
systems needed for current and future requirements.
For storage systems information, see:

•

◦

“P2000 and MSA storage system rules” (page 208)

◦

“P6000/EVA storage system rules” (page 220)

◦

“P9000/XP storage system rules” (page 234)

Heterogeneous platforms and operating systems
Customize your SAN for specific hardware platforms and operating systems. In a heterogeneous
environment, component interoperability depends on the capabilities and limitations of each
platform.
For information about configuring systems in a heterogeneous environment, see “Heterogeneous
server rules” (page 163).

•

Scalability and migration
Choose a design that can be expanded incrementally over time as storage and connectivity
needs increase. Migration paths for each of the topologies provide flexibility to expand a
SAN. Fibre Channel routing accommodates expansion with minimal disruption to the network,
especially where growth requirements are not known.
For information about scaling and migrating, see “Best practices” (page 385).

•

Backup and restore
Provide adequate connectivity and bandwidth to maximize the performance of SAN-based
backup.
For information about centralized backup, see “Enterprise Backup Solution” (page 254).

•

Disaster tolerance
Consider remote data replication requirements to ensure protection against site failures and
recovery of critical data.
For information about disaster tolerance and failover protection, see “SAN extension”
(page 256).

•

Switch and hop counts
Minimize the number of hops between devices that communicate regularly in the SAN.

SAN design considerations
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For information about switches and hop counts, see:

•

◦

“B-series switches and fabric rules” (page 87)

◦

“C-series switches and fabric rules” (page 118)

◦

“H-series switches and fabric rules” (page 136)

◦

“M-series switches and fabric rules” (page 145)

Oversubscription
For improved performance, reduce the potential for oversubscription. Ensure that the SAN
design provides an adequate number of ISLs between switches, and minimize cases where
many devices share a single-switch ISL.
For information about oversubscription, see “Recommended ISL ratios” (page 31).

•

Data locality, performance, and application workloads
Provide an adequate level of performance based on application workloads. For frequent data
reference and quick response times, use local, high-capacity paths to connect servers and
storage systems. Deploy servers and storage in your SAN based on your data access
requirements.
See “SAN fabric topologies” (page 23).

•

Manageability
To enhance efficiency, you can manage consolidated storage from a centralized location.

•

Fabric zoning
You can use fabric zoning to control SAN access at the device or port level.
For information about zoning, see “B-series switches and fabric rules” (page 87), “C-series
switches and fabric rules” (page 118), “H-series switches and fabric rules” (page 136), and
“M-series switches and fabric rules” (page 145).

•

Selective Storage Presentation
To provide data access security and enable storage system use by multiple operating systems
in a single SAN, use SSP.

•

SAN security
Use a combination of SAN features and sound management practices to ensure data security
throughout the SAN.

•

Fibre Channel routing functionality
To increase the number of devices accessible in a SAN, use Fibre Channel routing functionality
to interconnect existing SAN fabrics, Virtual Fabrics, or VSANs.
For routing functionality information, see “SAN fabric topologies” (page 23).

•

Virtual Fabrics (B-series switches) and virtual SANs (C-series switches)
To create a SAN consisting of multiple logical SANs with separate fabric services, implement
logical fabrics or VSANs. Use the IFR or inter-VSAN routing feature to enable device sharing
across Virtual Fabrics or VSANs.
For information about Virtual Fabrics and VSANs, see “SAN fabric topologies” (page 23).
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2 SAN fabric topologies
This chapter discusses HP standard SAN fabric topologies. It describes the following topics:
•

“Fabric topologies” (page 23)

•

“Single-switch fabric” (page 24)

•

“Cascaded fabric” (page 25)

•

“Meshed fabric” (page 26)

•

“Ring fabric” (page 27)

•

“Core-edge fabric” (page 29)

•

“Topology data access” (page 32)

•

“Topology maximums” (page 33)

•

“Routed fabric topologies” (page 35)

•

“FCoE fabric topologies” (page 38)

•

“Data availability” (page 38)

•

“Topology migration” (page 41)

Fabric topologies
A SAN fabric topology defines the arrangement of Fibre Channel switches in a fabric. This section
describes the HP-supported SAN fabric topologies.
There are three approaches to designing a SAN. You can implement:
•

An HP standard SAN fabric topology design

•

A subset or variation of an HP standard SAN fabric topology design

•

A custom SAN fabric topology design

Regardless of which approach you use, the SAN design must adhere to the SAN design rules
described in the following chapters:
•

“B-series switches and fabric rules” (page 87)

•

“C-series switches and fabric rules” (page 118)

•

“H-series switches and fabric rules” (page 136)

•

“M-series switches and fabric rules” (page 145)

•

“SAN fabric connectivity and switch interoperability rules” (page 150)

•

“Heterogeneous server rules” (page 163)

•

“P2000 and MSA storage system rules” (page 208)

•

“P6000/EVA storage system rules” (page 220)

•

“P9000/XP storage system rules” (page 234)

Fabric topologies
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Routed SAN fabrics
HP standard fabric topologies support Fibre Channel routing. Fibre Channel routing enables
connectivity between devices in multiple fabrics, Virtual Fabrics, or multiple VSANs. HP supports
the following routed fabric technologies:
•

“B-series Meta SAN” (page 35)

•

“C-series VSANs with IVR” (page 37)

•

“H-series switches with TR” (page 37)

FCoE SAN fabrics
HP standard fabric topologies can integrate with FCoE technology. FCoE is deployed in existing
Ethernet and Fibre Channel environments providing convergence at the server and fabric edge
using CNAs and FCoE CN switches. See “FCoE fabric topologies” (page 38).

Benefits
With HP standard SAN fabric topologies, you can:
•

Create a SAN fabric for each department or application in your organization.

•

Perform centralized management and backups.

•

Update a SAN fabric to accommodate changing capacity or data access needs. You can
also convert to another SAN fabric topology as needed.

•

Connect devices over long distances using extended Fibre Channel or IP connections. See
“SAN fabric connectivity rules” (page 150) and “SAN extension” (page 256).

•

Connect multiple SAN fabrics using routing technology. See “B-series Meta SAN” (page 35).

•

Deploy multiple logical fabrics using the Virtual Fabrics feature.

•

Deploy multiple VSANs. See “C-series VSANs with IVR” (page 37).

•

Incorporate a range of SAN availability levels. See “Data availability” (page 38).

Single-switch fabric
A single-switch fabric consists of a Fibre Channel switch, server, and storage system (Figure 1).
This topology forms the basis for all HP standard topologies. For example, you can connect two
single-switch fabrics to create a cascaded fabric. Or, you can connect three or more single-switch
fabrics to create a ring fabric or a core-edge fabric.
Figure 1 Single-switch fabric
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Switch models
For a small, single-switch SAN fabric, use the SN6000 Fibre Channel Switch; the 8/20q Fibre
Channel Switch (or the HP Simple SAN Connectivity Kit); or an HP SAN, Fabric, or Edge switch
(4, 8, 16, or 20 ports). For a larger single-switch SAN fabric, use a SAN, Fabric, or Edge switch
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(32 to 40 ports), or a Core or Director switch (64 to 240 ports), which have higher port counts.
For a high-availability SAN, use two switches configured in a dual-fabric SAN.

Benefits
The benefits of a single-switch fabric include:
•

Easy installation and configuration of servers and storage

•

Maximum fabric performance because all communicating devices connect to the same switch

•

Support for local, centralized, and distributed data access needs

Cascaded fabric
A cascaded fabric is a set of interconnected switches, arranged in a tree format, that have one or
more ISLs (Figure 2). You can connect one switch to one or more switches using a single ISL to
each, or connect a pair of ISLs between two switches. HP recommends that you have a minimum
of two ISL connections on each switch to provide fabric path redundancy. You should consider
using a cascaded fabric topology if you require multiple groups of devices with localized intraswitch
access.
Cascading enables you to:
•

Achieve optimum I/O activity by connecting servers and storage to the same switch in the
cascaded fabric

•

Easily scale the fabric over time by adding cascaded switches

Figure 2 Cascaded fabric

25090a

Cascaded fabric
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Switch models
All HP Fibre Channel switches are supported for use in a cascaded fabric topology. Cascaded
fabric topologies typically use the SN6000 Fibre Channel Switch; the 8/20q Fibre Channel Switch
(or the HP Simple SAN Connectivity Kit); or SAN, Fabric, or Edge switches, which support smaller
incremental growth.
NOTE: Over time, a cascaded fabric topology can result in increased hops between switches.
B-series, C-series, and H-series fabrics must not exceed seven hops; M-series fabrics must not exceed
three hops. For additional switch hop information, see:
•

“B-series switches and fabric rules” (page 87)

•

“C-series switches and fabric rules” (page 118)

•

“H-series switches and fabric rules” (page 136)

•

“M-series switches and fabric rules” (page 145)

Benefits
The benefits of a cascaded fabric include:
•

Ability to connect SANs in diverse geographic locations

•

Ease of scalability for increased server and storage connectivity

•

Shared backup and management support

•

Optimum local performance when communicating devices are connected to the same switch
in the cascaded fabric

•

Cost efficiency due to the large number of switch ports available

•

Support for local data access and occasional centralized data access

Meshed fabric
A meshed fabric is a group of interconnected switches using multiple ISLs for fabric resiliency
(Figure 3). If one ISL fails, the switch automatically reroutes data through an alternate path in the
fabric. If the alternate path includes other switches, the data must pass through those switches to
reach its destination.
Figure 3 Meshed fabric

25091a
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As you add switches, ISLs are connected to two or more adjacent switches to maintain mesh
connectivity, ensuring path redundancy throughout the fabric (Figure 4). The additional ISL
connectivity provides communicating devices with more paths through the fabric. This dramatically
reduces the chance that, as you add switches, you will exceed the maximum hop count.
Figure 4 ISL connections in a meshed fabric

25092a

Switch models
All HP Fibre Channel switches are supported for use in a meshed fabric topology. Meshed fabric
topologies typically use the SN6000 Fibre Channel Switch; the 8/20q Fibre Channel Switch (or
the HP Simple SAN Connectivity Kit); or SAN, Fabric, or Edge switches, which support smaller
incremental growth. To meet higher port-count requirements, use Core or Director switches.

Benefits
The benefits of a meshed fabric include:
•

Ability to meet multiple data access needs

•

Multiple paths for internal fabric resiliency

•

Ease of scalability

•

Shared backup and management support

•

Support for a mix of local and distributed data access (see “Topology data access” (page 32))

•

Less impact on performance due to intraswitch traffic

Ring fabric
A ring fabric is a ring of interconnected switches (Figure 5). The ring fabric provides a similar level
of fabric resiliency as the meshed fabric and ensures full fabric connectivity with a minimum of two
paths for each switch.
The ring fabric enables you to:
•

Scale the fabric in a modular fashion.

•

Achieve optimum I/O performance by connecting a group of servers and storage to one
switch.

Ring fabric
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NOTE: HP does not recommend the ring fabric for applications requiring many-to-many
connectivity.
Figure 5 Ring fabric

25093a

If the ring fabric has fewer than 12 switches, you can add switches (called satellite switches) outside
the ring to create more user ports (Figure 6). M-series switches have a 3-hop maximum, reducing
the total number of switches that can be configured in a ring to 7; satellite switches are not
supported.
NOTE:

Adding satellite switches slightly reduces fabric availability.

For more information on switch fabric maximums, see:
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•

“B-series switches and fabric rules” (page 87)

•

“C-series switches and fabric rules” (page 118)

•

“H-series switches and fabric rules” (page 136)

•

“M-series switches and fabric rules” (page 145)

SAN fabric topologies

Figure 6 Ring fabric with satellite switches
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Switch models
All HP Fibre Channel switches are supported for use in a ring fabric topology. Ring fabric topologies
typically use the SN6000 Fibre Channel Switch; the 8/20q Fibre Channel Switch (or the HP Simple
SAN Connectivity Kit); or SAN, Fabric, or Edge switches, which support smaller incremental growth.
To meet higher port-count requirements, use Core or Director switches.

Benefits
The benefits of a ring fabric include:
•

Modular design and ease of scalability by adding a switch and other devices

•

Multiple paths for internal fabric resiliency

•

Support for a mix of local data access and occasional centralized data access

Core-edge fabric
HP recommends using a core-edge fabric wherever possible.
A core-edge fabric has one or more Fibre Channel switches (called core switches) that connect to
edge switches in the fabric (Figure 7). The core switches provide high bandwidth and redundant
connectivity to the edge switches. The edge switches provide user ports for servers and storage.
You can also connect centralized storage (disk or tape) to the core switches if centralized access
is required.
The core-edge fabric is optimal for:
•

Many-to-many connectivity environments that require high performance

•

Unknown or changing I/O traffic patterns

•

SAN-wide storage pooling

Core-edge fabric
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Figure 7 Core-edge fabric (typical depiction)
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Core-edge fabric topologies are typically depicted as shown in Figure 7 (page 30), but can also
be depicted hierarchically as shown in Figure 8 (page 30). Both figures represent the same physical
implementation. How a topology is logically represented can help you understand the potential
performance of a core-edge topology.
Figure 8 Core-edge fabric (hierarchical depiction)

25096a

Core-edge fabric types
The number of ISLs between edge and core switches—typically expressed as a fan-in ratio, such
as 7:1—characterizes the core-edge fabric types. The first number (7) indicates the number of
edge ports. The second number (1) indicates the number of ISLs used by the edge ports to connect
to a core switch in the fabric.

Fat and skinny trees
There are two core-edge fabric topology types: fat tree and skinny tree. Table 1 (page 31) describes
fat and skinny trees.
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Table 1 Core-edge fabric topology types
Topology type

Description

Fat tree

At least 50% of edge ports are dedicated as ISLs, resulting in an ISL ratio of 1:1.

Skinny tree

Less than 50% of edge ports are dedicated as ISLs, resulting in an ISL ratio of x:1, where
x is 2 or more.

Recommended ISL ratios
The core-edge fabric type has a high fabric cross-sectional bandwidth (the maximum amount of
data that can pass through ISLs at the fabric midpoint, which is the central connection or core of
the fabric). The higher the ISL ratio, the lower the cross-sectional bandwidth and the more prone
a topology is to ISL oversubscription. Oversubscription occurs when traffic is blocked due to
insufficient ISL bandwidth.
NOTE: When determining the ideal ISL ratio, you must consider the speed of the server, storage,
and ISL ports.
The minimum ISL ratio for an implementation depends on several factors, including:
•

Location of server and storage fabric connection

•

Server and storage hardware performance

•

Data access type (see “Topology data access” (page 32))

•

Server application performance requirements

Table 2 (page 31) describes the recommended core-edge fabric ISL ratios.
Table 2 Recommended core-edge fabric ISL ratios
I/O workload

Recommended ratios

Higher I/O data intensive application requirements (> 70 MB/s at 2 Gb/s, > 140
MB/s at 4 Gb/s, > 280 MB/s at 8 Gb/s)

1:1 to 3:1

Lower I/O data intensive application requirements (< 70 MB/s at 2 Gb/s, < 140
MB/s at 4 Gb/s, < 280 MB/s at 8 Gb/s)

7:1 to 15:1

NOTE:

HP recommends a ratio of 7:1 for typical distributed data access.

Numeric representation
Core-edge fabrics can also be represented in numeric terms, such as n1 x n2, where n1 represents
the number of core switches and n2 represents the number of edge switches.
For example, a 4 x 24 core-edge fabric indicates 4 core switches and 24 edge switches, for a
total of 28 switches.
Figure 9 (page 32) shows a 4 x 12 core-edge fabric with 4 core switches and 12 edge switches,
each connected to the core with 4 ISLs.

Core-edge fabric
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Figure 9 Core-edge fabric (4 x 12)
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Switch models
All HP Fibre Channel switches are supported for use in a core-edge fabric topology. Core-edge
topologies typically use the SN6000 Fibre Channel Switch; the 8/20q Fibre Channel Switch (or
the HP Simple SAN Connectivity Kit); SAN, Fabric, or Edge switches on the edge; and Core and
Director switches in the core. H-series core-edge topologies use the SN6000 Fibre Channel Switches
as edge and core switches (particularly if using the stacking capability) and 8/20q Fibre Channel
Switches as edge and core switches. When using switches with different Fibre Channel maximum
speed capabilities (such as 1 Gb/s, 2 Gb/s, 4 Gb/s, or 8 Gb/s), HP recommends using the
higher-speed switches in the core.

Benefits
The benefits of a core-edge fabric include:
•

Typically, a maximum of two hops between switches

•

Equal, centralized access to devices in the core

•

Increased fabric and switch redundancy with two or more switches in the core

•

Full many-to-many connectivity with evenly distributed bandwidth

•

Support for centralized and distributed data access needs

•

Ability to designate an optimally located core switch as the primary management switch, with
direct connections to all switches

Topology data access
To choose a SAN fabric topology, you must determine which data access type is appropriate for
your environment. The data access types are as follows:
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•

Local (one-to-one)—Data access between a local server and a storage system connected to
the same switch

•

Centralized (many-to-one)—Data access between multiple, dispersed servers and one centrally
located storage system

•

Distributed (many-to-many)—Data access between multiple, dispersed servers and storage
systems

SAN fabric topologies

Table 3 (page 33) lists the data access performance ratings for each SAN fabric topology.
Table 3 Data access performance by SAN fabric topology
Data access performance
SAN topology

Local

Centralized

Distributed

Single-switch fabric

Highest

Highest

Highest

Cascaded fabric

Highest

Not recommended

Not recommended

Meshed fabric

Medium

Medium

High

Ring fabric

Highest

Medium

Not recommended

Medium

High

High

High

Highest

Highest

Core-edge fabric
(15:1, 7:1)
Core-edge fabric
(3:1, 1:1)

Topology maximums
Table 6 (page 34), Table 4 (page 33), Table 5 (page 34), and Table 7 (page 34) describe the
maximum number of supported switches and ports for specific fabric topologies. In some cases,
the number may be less than the maximums specified in the switch and fabric rules chapters. These
differences relate to the number of hops in the fabric topology, as well as the number of ISLs, which
affects the number of available user ports.
Consider the following:
•

User ports are for server and storage connections.

•

It is assumed that you have the minimum number of ISLs. If you require more ISLs, this reduces
the number of user ports available for server and storage connections. See the following
chapters for configuration limits:

•

◦

“B-series switches and fabric rules” (page 87)

◦

“C-series switches and fabric rules” (page 118)

◦

“H-series switches and fabric rules” (page 136)

◦

“M-series switches and fabric rules” (page 145)

If you connect a Storage Management Appliance to the fabric, this further reduces the number
of ports available for server and storage connections.

B-series switches
Table 4 (page 33) lists the B-series switch and port maximums for specific fabric topologies.
Table 4 B-series switch and port topology maximums
SAN topology
Single-switch fabric

Number of switches

Total number of ports

Number of user ports

1

512

512

2,560

2,300

Cascaded fabric
56
Meshed fabric
Ring fabric

15

Topology maximums
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Table 4 B-series switch and port topology maximums (continued)
SAN topology
Ring fabric with satellite
switches

Number of switches

Total number of ports

Number of user ports
1,212

56

Core-edge fabric

2,300

C-series switches
Table 5 (page 34) lists the C-series switch and port maximums for specific fabric topologies.
Table 5 C-series switch and port topology maximums
SAN topology
Single-switch fabric

Number of switches

Total number of ports

Number of user ports

1

528

528
3,500

Cascaded fabric

60

Meshed fabric

60

4,000

Ring fabric

15

(maximum of 12
Director switches)

Ring fabric with satellite
switches

60

Core-edge fabric

60

(cascaded with 12 Director switches
and 10 Fabric switches)

3,500

H-series switches
Table 6 (page 34) lists the H-series switch and port maximums for specific topologies.
For large fabrics, the number of user ports is determined by use of SN6000 Fibre Channel Switches
and making maximum use of their dedicated 10Gb/20Gb stacking port ISLs, which leaves more
of the 8 Gb ports available for device connections.
Table 6 H-series switch and port topology maximums
SAN topology
Single-switch fabric

Number of switches

Total number of ports

Number of user ports

1

20

20

30

600

Cascaded fabric

460

Meshed fabric

512

Ring fabric

15

300

264

Ring fabric with satellite
switches

30

600

462

Core-edge fabric

M-series switches
Table 7 (page 34) lists the M-series switch and port maximums for specific fabric topologies.
Table 7 M-series switch and port topology maximums
SAN topology
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Number of switches

Total number of ports

Number of user ports

Single-switch fabric

1

140

140

Cascaded fabric

24

1,632

1,024

SAN fabric topologies

Table 7 M-series switch and port topology maximums (continued)
SAN topology

Number of switches

Total number of ports

(maximum of 8
Director switches)
Meshed fabric
Ring fabric
Ring fabric with satellite
switches
Core-edge fabric

Number of user ports
(cascaded with 8 Director switches and
16 Edge switches)

N/A

N/A

N/A

7

980

966

N/A

N/A

N/A

24

1,632

1,024

Routed fabric topologies
HP standard fabric topologies support Fibre Channel routing, which provides connectivity between
devices in multiple fabrics or VSANs.
This section describes the following HP Fibre Channel routed fabric technologies:
•

“B-series Meta SAN” (page 35)—Implemented in certain 8 Gb/s switch models with license
enabled integrated Fibre Channel routing or using the B-series 1606 Extension SAN Switch,
DC Dir Switch MP Extension Blade, 400 Multi-protocol Router (400 MP Router), Multi-protocol
Router Blade (MP Router Blade), or Multi-protocol Router (MP Router), which provide selective
Fibre Channel routing connectivity between multiple B-series fabrics or between B-series and
M-series fabrics.

•

“B-series Virtual Fabrics with IFR” (page 36)—Implemented in B-series switches (DC SAN
Backbone Director, DC04 Director, 8/80 SAN Switch, and 8/40 SAN Switch) using B-series
Virtual Fabrics. IFR allows you to share devices across multiple B-series Virtual Fabrics partions.

•

“C-series VSANs with IVR” (page 37)—Implemented using C-series IVR. IVR provides selective
Fibre Channel routing connectivity between devices in different VSANs. Ports on one or more
switches can be assigned to different VSANs.

•

“H-series switches with TR” (page 37)—Implemented using the TR feature, which is available
with firmware 8.x (or later). The TR feature provides inter-fabric routing, allowing controlled
access between devices on an SN6000 Fibre Channel Switch or an 8/20q Fibre Channel
Switch (local) fabric and devices on a remote fabric consisting of B-series or C-series switches.

B-series Meta SAN
A Meta SAN contains multiple B-series fabrics connected together using the B-series 8 Gb/s switches
with Fibre Channel routing, 1606 Extension SAN Switches, DC Director Switch MP Extension
Blades, or MP Routers. The 8 Gb/s switches with Fibre Channel routing, 1606 Extension SAN
Switches, DC Dir Switch MP Extension Blades, or MP Routers implement the Fibre Channel routing
service, which allows selective access between devices in different fabrics without having to merge
fabrics. This provides a high level of isolation between fabrics. This isolation can be viewed as
individual Fibre Channel subnetworks within the Meta SAN.
LSANs provide access to devices in different fabrics. You create LSAN zones just as you create
standard zones in a single fabric. The difference is that LSAN zone definitions span multiple fabrics
and therefore must be replicated on all fabrics that comprise the LSAN.
For more information about Meta SANs and Fibre Channel routing, see “Fibre Channel routing”
(page 43).

B-series Virtual Fabrics architecture
In B-series configurations, a switched fabric is partitioned into several logical switches and logical
fabrics (Figure 15 (page 47)) by using the Virtual Fabrics feature. To accomplish this, the Virtual
Routed fabric topologies
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Fabrics feature must be enabled. The Virtual Fabrics feature is set to OFF by default. Enabling
Virtual Fabrics is a disruptive operation, which requires a reboot. Devices can be shared across
multiple logical fabrics using IFR, increasing resource sharing. B-series Virtual Fabrics and Virtual
Fabrics with IFR are included on B-series switch models: DC SAN Backbone Director, DC04 Director,
8/80 SAN Switch and 8/40 SAN Switch only.

B-series fabric partitioning with administrative domains
In B-series configurations, a switched fabric is partitioned into several management domains using
the Administrative Domains feature. An administrative domain is only a filtered administrative view
of the fabric. Each administrative domain has its own set of resources, such as: administrator and
users, Name Server, and zoning database. Resources can be shared across multiple administrative
domains by properly defining their membership. The Administrative Domains feature is available
on all switches using firmware 5.2x (or later).
NOTE: Virtual Fabrics and Administrative Domains are mutually exclusive; they cannot run on
the switch simultaneously. To use Administrative Domains, you must first disable Virtual Fabrics; to
use Virtual Fabrics, you must first delete all Administrative Domains.

Switch models and fabric topologies
HP supports Meta SANs with all B-series switches in either HP standard or customized topologies.
You must follow all B-series and Meta SAN fabric rules. For more information about Meta SANs,
see “B-series switches and fabric rules” (page 87).

Benefits
A Meta SAN:
•

Allows fabric connections (without the need to merge fabrics), providing a high level of fault
isolation and centralized fabric management
nl

•

Connects multiple SAN islands (independent fabrics), enabling selective resource sharing

•

Eliminates the need to move and re-cable equipment in different fabrics

•

Allows connection of fabrics with the same domain ID and zoning definitions

•

Reduces the impact of scaling limits for individual fabrics

•

Increases levels of storage consolidation

•

Provides centralized backup for multiple fabrics

•

Allows higher level of fabric management and management consolidation

B-series Virtual Fabrics with IFR
The B-series Virtual Fabrics feature allows you to partition fabrics. You create partitions in the fabric
by creating logical switches within a physical switch and by creating logical fabrics within a
physical switch or across multiple switches. This provides a high level of isolation between Virtual
Fabrics partitions or logical fabrics, allowing you to view individual Fibre Channel subnetworks
in a B-series fabric.
The IFR feature allows you to configure devices in one logical fabric for access to devices in another
logical fabric. B-series Virtual Fabrics and Virtual Fabrics with IFR are included on selected 8 Gb
switches only.

Switch models and fabric topologies
HP supports Virtual Fabrics in either HP standard or customized topologies. You must follow all
B-series fabric rules. For more information, see “B-series switches and fabric rules” (page 87).
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Benefits
Virtual Fabrics:
•

Isolate fabric services and minimize fault propagation

•

Allow multiple secure fabric partitions over the same physical infrastructure

•

Restrict device access for improved control and security

•

Provide selective device access and sharing using the IFR feature

C-series VSANs with IVR
VSANs are groups of switch ports from one or more C-series switches. Each VSAN has a unique
set of fabric services. Different fabric settings can be applied to each VSAN. This provides a high
level of isolation between VSANs. This isolation can be viewed as individual Fibre Channel
subnetworks within a C-series fabric.
The IVR feature enables you to configure devices in one VSAN for access to devices in another
VSAN. All C-series switches include the VSAN feature. IVR is an optional licensed software feature.
There is no need for additional hardware.

Switch models and fabric topologies
HP supports VSANs with all C-series switches in either HP standard or customized topologies. You
must follow all C-series and VSAN fabric rules.
For more information about VSANs, see “C-series switches and fabric rules” (page 118).

Benefits
A VSAN:
•

Isolates fabric services and minimizes fault propagation

•

Allows multiple secure VSANs over the same physical infrastructure

•

Restricts device access for improved control and security

•

Provides selective device access and sharing using the IVR feature

H-series switches with TR
The TR feature provides inter-fabric routing on a per-port basis, allowing controlled access between
devices on an H-series switch (local) fabric and devices on a remote fabric consisting of B-series
or C-series switches. The establishment of a routed connection using TR maintains a high level of
isolation between fabrics. A transparent route between two devices consists of a connection from
a TR_Port on an SN6000 Fibre Channel Switch or an 8/20q Fibre Channel Switch to a switch in
the remote fabric, a mapping of the two devices to be routed together, and an IFZ for the routed
devices in both fabrics.
A TR_Port server as a bridge between the transparent router's local fabric and a remote fabric.
The TR_Port uses standard NPIV login methods to connect to the remote fabric. You can configure
any of the 8 Gb ports of the SN6000 Fibre Channel Switch or the 8/20q Fibre Channel Switch
as TR_Ports.

Switch models and fabric topologies
HP supports the SN6000 Fibre Channel Switch or the 8/20q Fibre Channel Switch with TR with
B-series or C-series switches in either HP standard or customized topologies. For the supported
B-series and C-series switches and firmware, see “Supported switches in an H-series switch with
TR remote fabric” (page 142). You must follow all H-series switch fabric rules. For more information,
see “H-series switches and fabric rules” (page 136).

Routed fabric topologies
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Benefits
H-series switches with TR provide the following benefits:
•

Allows fabric connections (without the need to merge fabrics), providing a high level of fault
isolation and centralized fabric management
nl

•

Allows connection of fabrics with the same domain ID and zoning definitions

•

Reduces the impact of scaling limits for individual fabrics

•

Increases levels of storage consolidation

•

Provides centralized backup for multiple fabrics

FCoE fabric topologies
FCoE technology allows you to converge Ethernet and Fibre Channel technology, providing
significant cable, adapter, and switch consolidation. All HP-supported Fibre Channel topologies
are supported integrated with FCoE at the Fibre Channel fabric edge. HP also supports end-to-end
FCoE solutions for the P63xx/P65xx EVA storage systems with the FCoE target interface and P6000
(formerly EVA) storage using the MPX200 Multifunction Router. For more information about FCoE,
see “Fibre Channel over Ethernet” (page 62).

Data availability
SAN data availability depends on the reliability of the SAN fabric, servers, and storage systems
during routine operations. The data availability level required for your SAN environment is based
on:
•

Administrative requirements (for example, backup schedules, operating procedures, and
staffing)

•

Protection level for applications or data

•

Hardware redundancy
NOTE: For more information about high-availability configurations when using the HP B-series
MP Routers or C-series VSANs, see “High-availability router configurations” (page 55).

Several factors affect SAN data availability:
•

Application software

•

Server operating systems

•

Server hardware

•

SAN fabric infrastructure

•

Primary and secondary storage

•

Number of switches

•

Number of ISLs

•

Number of paths between a server or clustered servers and the fabric

•

Number of storage controller paths in the fabric

Levels
This section describes the data availability levels.
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Level 1: single connectivity fabric
Level 1 provides maximum connectivity but does not provide fabric resiliency or redundancy. Each
switch has one path to other switches in the fabric (Figure 10). Each server and storage system
has one path to the fabric.
Figure 10 Level 1: single connectivity fabric

25098a

Level 2: single resilient fabric
Level 2 provides fabric path redundancy by using multiple ISLs between switches (Figure 11). Each
server and storage system has one path to the fabric. If an ISL or switch port failure occurs, the
switch automatically reroutes data through an alternate fabric path and there is no interruption in
server I/O activity.
Figure 11 Level 2: single resilient fabric

25099a

Level 3: single resilient fabric with multiple device paths
Level 3 is the same as level 2 but also provides multiple server and storage system paths to the
fabric to increase availability (Figure 12). If a switch, server HBA, or storage system path failure
occurs, data is automatically rerouted through an alternate path and there is no interruption in
server I/O activity.
To take full advantage of this level, HP recommends that you connect each server HBA and each
storage system path to a different switch to increase availability and reduce the potential for an
SPOF. This level provides both fabric resiliency and device path redundancy.
NOTE: Certain operating systems may require the use of fabric zoning to define a minimum of
two zoned paths for each server configured with multiple paths in a single fabric.

Data availability
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Figure 12 Level 3: single resilient fabric with multiple device paths

25100a

Level 4: multiple fabrics and device paths (NSPOF)
Level 4 provides multiple data paths between servers and storage systems, but unlike level 3, the
paths connect to physically separate fabrics (Figure 13). This level ensures the highest availability
with NSPOF protection. If a switch, server HBA, or storage system path failure occurs, data is
automatically rerouted through the alternate fabric and there is no interruption in server I/O activity.
Level 4 minimizes vulnerability to fabric failures (for example, improper switch replacement, incorrect
fabric configuration settings, or a fabric service failure). Level 4 also provides the highest level of
performance and a higher number of available ports, since all fabrics can be accessed
simultaneously during normal operations.
Figure 13 Level 4: multiple fabrics and device paths (NSPOF)

A

B

25101a

Using two fabrics may increase implementation costs, but it also increases the total number of
available ports. For example, in a single meshed fabric with four switches, you have a maximum
of 52 user ports for servers and storage. Implementing the same topology using two fabrics increases
the maximum number of user ports to 104.
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Considerations
When choosing a data availability level, you must consider:
•

Cost

•

Access to critical data

For mission-critical applications, HP recommends that you implement a level 4, fully redundant
fabric configuration. You can justify the additional cost if you consider the cost of losing access to
critical data.
Table 8 (page 41) indicates data availability and supported topologies for each level.
Table 8 Fabric design data availability
Fabric design

Availability level

SAN topologies

Level 1: single connectivity fabric

No redundancy

Single switch or multiple switches with single ISL

Level 2: single resilient fabric

Medium

Cascaded with two ISLs, meshed, ring, and
core-edge

Level 3: single resilient fabric with
multiple device paths

High

All

Level 4: multiple fabrics and device
paths (NSPOF)

Highest

All

You can add fabrics to increase the number of available ports. Table 9 (page 41) lists the cost
calculations for each data availability level.
Table 9 Calculating for data availability levels
Fabric design

Hardware cost

Number of available ports

Level 1: single connectivity fabric

x1

# ports = n – number of ISL ports2

Level 2: single resilient fabric

x + additional ISLs

# ports = n – number of ISL ports

Level 3: single resilient fabric with
multiple device paths

x + additional ISLs + additional HBAs

# ports = n – number of ISL ports –
additional HBA ports3

Level 4: multiple fabrics and device
paths (NSPOF)

x + additional ISLs + additional HBAs
+ additional switches

# ports = 2n – number of ISL ports –
additional HBA ports

1

x is the cost of a single connectivity fabric.

2

n is the total number of ports for servers and storage systems.

3

May require use of zoning to define a minimum of two data paths in a single fabric (operating system dependent).

Topology migration
To increase SAN connectivity and capacity:
•

Increase the number of switches.

•

Use switches with more ports.

•

Implement multiple fabrics.

•

Implement Fibre Channel routing.

•

Migrate to another fabric topology.

•

Deploy multiple independent SANs.

Nondisruptive migration
If you have a level 4 multiple fabric NSPOF SAN, you can fail over all operations to one fabric
and then reconfigure the other fabric.
Topology migration
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When planning a migration, try to avoid or minimize the movement of devices between switches.
Migrations that require the addition or re-cabling of ISLs are less disruptive than migrations that
require movement of device connections.

Migrating a cascaded fabric SAN
This section describes migration paths for a cascaded fabric SAN.

Cascaded to meshed
To create a meshed fabric SAN, you need additional ISLs to connect all switches. To ensure a
successful migration, calculate the number of ports needed for the additional ISLs. You may need
to move device connections to another switch to make ports available for ISLs.

Cascaded to ring
If you have a linear cascaded fabric SAN, connect the last switch in the fabric to the first switch
to create a ring fabric SAN. If you have a tree-like cascaded fabric SAN (with multiple levels), you
may need to re-cable the ISLs.

Cascaded to core-edge
Determine which switches will be the backbone switches and which ones will be the edge switches.
Re-cable the ISLs to connect all edge switches to the core switches. Connect devices (servers and
storage) or core switches, as required. This migration is less disruptive if you use the existing
switches as edge switches and add switches as core switches.

Migrating a meshed fabric SAN
This section describes migration paths for a meshed fabric SAN.

Meshed to ring
You can migrate a meshed fabric SAN to a ring fabric SAN by removing the cross-connected ISLs
and leaving the outer-connected ISLs as a ring. Use the available ports for device connections or
for redundant ring ISL connections.

Meshed to core-edge
Use the method described in “Cascaded to core-edge” (page 42).

Migrating a ring fabric SAN
This section describes migration paths for a ring fabric SAN.

Ring to meshed
If you have two ISLs between all switches in the ring fabric, re-cable each ISL so that it connects
to the appropriate switch in the meshed fabric you design.

Ring to core-edge
This migration is less disruptive if you have two ISLs between all switches in the ring fabric SAN.
Use the method described in “Cascaded to core-edge” (page 42).
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3 Fibre Channel routing
This chapter describes Fibre Channel routing in an HP SAN environment. It describes the following
topics:
•

“Fibre Channel routing overview” (page 43)

•

“SAN scaling and routing” (page 45)

•

“Fibre Channel routing implementations” (page 46)

•

“Fabric redundancy and routing” (page 51)

•

“Supported routing configurations” (page 52)

Fibre Channel routing overview
Fibre Channel routing facilitates the development and management of higher-capacity SANs,
significantly increasing device connectivity. By enabling communication between two or more
physically independent fabrics, multiple logical fabrics, or VSANs, routing provides high levels of
SAN scalability. Each fabric, logical fabric, or VSAN maintains a unique fabric services
configuration.
NOTE: In the context of Fibre Channel routing, the terms "fabric," "Virtual Fabric," and "VSAN"
are used interchangeably. HP does not support using the B-series Fibre Channel routing, 1606
Extension SAN Switches or DC Dir Switch MP Extension Blades, Multi-protocol Routers, or B-series
Virtual Fabrics-IFR with C-series IVR functionality in the same SAN configuration.
HP only supports routing devices connected to H-series switches through TR_Ports to devices in
B-series and C-series fabrics.
Routing enables independent fabrics, Virtual Fabrics with IFR, or VSANs with IVR to dynamically
share devices without the need to reconfigure or re-cable physical connections.
Routed fabrics, Virtual Fabrics with IFR, or VSANs with IVR can consolidate management interfaces.
Instead of one management interface per fabric, there can be one per SAN, or two per SAN, if
redundant fabrics are used.
Routing using the TR feature of the H-series switches does not provide consolidated management
of the routed fabric.
Fibre Channel routing features include:
•

•

Increased SAN scalability

◦

Interconnecting (not merging) multiple physical fabrics, Virtual Fabrics, or VSANs

◦

Overcoming individual fabric scaling limits

Improved device access and sharing

◦

Sharing devices dynamically across multiple fabrics, Virtual Fabrics, or VSANs

◦

Increasing device utilization

Fibre Channel routing overview
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•

•

Fabric, Virtual Fabric, or VSAN independence

◦

Isolation of fault domains

◦

Separate fabric services

Centralized SAN fabric management

◦

Common fabric management

◦

Tape backup consolidation

Fabric, Virtual Fabric, and VSAN independence
Fibre Channel routing identifies data frames in a fabric, Virtual Fabric, or VSAN for transfer to
other fabrics, Virtual Fabrics with IFR, or VSANs with IVR. Only data addressed to a device in
another fabric, Virtual Fabric, or VSAN passes through the router or routing function; therefore, a
disruption of fabric services in one routed fabric, Virtual Fabric, or VSAN is unlikely to propagate
to another.

Fabric services
Fabric services coordinate communication between switches in a fabric, Virtual Fabric, or VSAN.
The fabric services manage:
•

Device names and addresses

•

Timestamps

•

Switch utilities

Routing connects devices in multiple fabrics, Virtual Fabrics, or VSANs without extending fabric
services from one routed fabric to another. Devices in a routed network can communicate across
LSANs, Virtual Fabrics, or VSANs despite having different fabric services configurations.

Worldwide Name
A recognized naming authority assigns each Fibre Channel device a unique identifier, called the
WWN. Use the device WWNs to:
•

Assign devices to zones.

•

Define devices to export from one fabric, Virtual Fabric, or VSAN to another.

Import and export
Routing creates a Meta SAN, extended Virtual Fabric, or extended VSAN when it connects fabrics,
Virtual Fabrics, or VSANs. Routing exports devices from one fabric, Virtual Fabric, or VSAN to
another. An exported device has an imported address in every destination fabric, Virtual Fabric,
or VSAN to which it has been exported. The address of the exported device in the source fabric,
Virtual Fabric, or VSAN is its exported address.
An imported device is a device as seen in a fabric when using its imported address. An exported
device is a device as seen in the fabric when using its exported address.

Routing table
The routing function reads the fabric address information in each frame that it receives, and then
uses a routing table to determine the destination fabric, destination Virtual Fabric, or destination
VSAN and the address within that fabric, Virtual Fabric, or VSAN. The routing function then
transmits the frame to the address in the destination fabric.
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SAN scaling and routing
This section describes two methods for increasing the size of SANs:
•

Increase the Fibre Channel switch capability within a fabric.

•

Connect independent fabrics using a Fibre Channel router, Virtual Fabrics with IFR, or VSANs
with IVR.

Switch scaling
The switches that make up fabrics define the fabric limits. This section describes the relationship
between switches.

Switch scaling limits
Adding ports to a fabric means increasing the number of switches in the fabric or increasing the
number of ports per switch. For large fabrics, adding ports may not be possible unless the limits
for total port count and total switch count are increased.
Each Fibre Channel switch product line has its own limits for total port count and switch count. You
must ensure that a new or modified SAN design complies with these limits.
NOTE:
see:

Other limits, such as hop counts and link distances, also apply. For more information,

•

“B-series switches and fabric rules” (page 87)

•

“C-series switches and fabric rules” (page 118)

•

“H-series switches and fabric rules” (page 136)

•

“M-series switches and fabric rules” (page 145)

For a SAN design to meet the total port count and total switch count limits, the following
configuration restrictions are enforced:
•

The fabric size limit for total port or total switch count must not be exceeded.

•

The use of several small switches to reach a high total port count number is not acceptable if
the design exceeds the total switch count limit.

•

The use of several high-port-count switches is not acceptable if the design exceeds the total
port count limit.

For fabric configurations, HP defines the maximum supported port and switch counts.

Fabric services limits
Fabric services provide coordination between all switches in a fabric. Increasing fabric size
increases the overhead associated with coordination. Fabric services include:
•

Fabric Login Server

•

State Change

•

Notification Server

•

Name/Directory Server

•

Zone Server

•

Key Server

•

Time Server

•

Simple Name Service

SAN scaling and routing
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Simple fabric services
SNS provides a mapping between device names and their addresses in a fabric. To ensure that
the mapping is up-to-date, every switch in the fabric implements SNS.

Coordinating fabric services
Each fabric maintains a unique set of fabric services. When two fabrics are connected, their two
sets of services merge to form a single set.
As fabrics grow, coordinating the fabric services across switches, hosts, and storage devices
becomes more challenging. It is difficult to match the fabric service requirements for very small,
inexpensive switches with those for large, high-end switches. Without routing, fabric scaling is
limited by the ability of the smallest fabric switch to participate in the distributed fabric services
system.

Scaling by routing
Increasing fabric port count and switch count limits meets most customer scaling requirements.
Demand for higher port counts and connectivity between devices in different fabrics, Virtual Fabrics,
or VSANs requires Fibre Channel routing.
Routing improves scaling by connecting independent fabrics, Virtual Fabrics, or VSANs, each
potentially at its full capacity. Connectivity between fabrics, Virtual Fabrics, or VSANs allows
sharing of resources, reducing unnecessary redundancy in the routed network.
You can route between fabrics without affecting the total switch and port count limits. However,
the routed network is not the same as a single large fabric, Virtual Fabric, or VSAN. Only selected
devices in each fabric, specified by a routing table, can communicate with devices in other fabrics.
For example, using a router, you can connect three 1,200-port fabrics to construct a 3,600-port
Meta SAN. You determine which fabrics require connectivity, and then specify the devices allowed
to communicate across fabrics. The router does not provide 100% any-to-any connectivity between
fabrics, but it does meet most SAN requirements.

Fibre Channel routing implementations
With Fibre Channel routing, you can create a routed fabric by:
•

Connecting several fabrics using a router or a switch with router functionality

•

Partitioning a fabric into several Virtual Fabrics

•

Dividing a single fabric into several smaller Virtual Fabrics or VSANs

Fibre Channel routing techniques
This section describes the following Fibre Channel routing techniques:
•
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B-series routing connects independent fabrics (SAN islands), as shown in Figure 14 (page
47). HP-supported B-series router products include:

◦

8 Gb/s switch models with license enabled integrated Fibre Channel routing

◦

HP StorageWorks 1606 Extension SAN Switch (1606 Extension SAN Switch)

◦

HP StorageWorks DC SAN Director Multi-protocol Extension Blade (DC Dir Switch MP
Extension Blade)

◦

400 Multi-protocol Router (400 MP Router)

Fibre Channel routing

◦

Multi-protocol Router Blade (MP Router Blade for the 4/256 SAN Director)

◦

Multi-protocol Router (MP Router)

•

A B-series switch with IFR connects multiple Virtual Fabrics, as shown in Figure 15 (page 47).

•

A C-series switch with IVR connects multiple VSANs, as shown in Figure 16 (page 47).

•

An H-series switch with TR connects to other B-series or C-series fabrics, as shown in
Figure 17 (page 47).

Figure 14 Basic MP Router configuration
400 MPR or MPR
(B-series)
Fabric 1

Fabric 3

Fabric 2
25102c

Figure 15 Basic Virtual Fabric IFR configuration
Virtual Fabric IFR
(B-series)
LF1

LF3

LF2
25265d

Figure 16 Basic VSAN IVR configuration
VSAN IVR
(C-series)
VSAN 1

VSAN 3

VSAN 2
25103b

Figure 17 Basic TR configuration
H-series switch
Remote
fabric 1

TR

TR

Remote
fabric 2

ISL
H-series
switch fabric
26527b
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B-series fabric groups
In B-series routing configurations, devices in different fabrics can be grouped to form LSANs. An
LSAN is similar to a Fibre Channel zone, but can extend through a router to include devices in
other fabrics. This configuration, which includes the physical fabrics (subnetworks), LSANs, and
router, is called a Meta SAN. A Meta SAN consolidates multiple fabrics into a single entity.
Figure 14 (page 47) shows Fabric 1, Fabric 2, and Fabric 3, each containing one or more switches.
Any B-series switch can be used in these fabrics. In each fabric, the switches must use the same
version of switch firmware for like switches and must have the same variable settings (for example,
R_A_TOV). Each fabric has a unique set of fabric services. For fabric restrictions, see “B-series
switches and fabric rules” (page 87).
Fabrics connected with routing must comply with configuration rules for a routed fabric. See “1606
Extension SAN Switch and DC Dir Switch MP Extension Blade fabric rules” (page 103), “Fibre
Channel routing, 400 MP Router, and MP Router Blade fabric rules” (page 106), and “MP Router
fabric rules” (page 110). The fabrics can have identical domain names and zoning definitions.
The 1606 Extension SAN Switches or DC Dir Switch MP Extension Blades and MP Routers also
provide FCIP capabilities, allowing implementation of Fibre Channel routing and FCIP SAN
extension. See “Integration of Fibre Channel routing and FCIP” (page 58).

B-series fabric partitioning using Virtual Fabrics
In B-series configurations, a switched fabric is partitioned into several Virtual Fabrics
(Figure 15 (page 47)). Each Virtual Fabric has its own set of resources, such as administrator and
users, Name Server, and zoning database. Devices can be shared across multiple Virtual Fabric
administrative domains using IFR, thus increasing resource sharing. B-series Virtual Fabrics and
Virtual Fabrics with IFR are included on all B-series switches using firmware 5.2x (or later) without
the need for a router.

B-series Virtual Fabrics architecture
In B-series configurations, a switched fabric is partitioned into several logical switches and logical
fabrics by using the Virtual Fabrics feature. See Figure 15 (page 47). Logical switches within a
physical switch can be created by dividing the switch ports and assigning them to individual logical
switches. An FID also must be configured to each logical switch. A logical fabric is a fabric that
contains at least one logical switch; but logical switches can be connected to other logical switches
with the same FID to form logical fabrics across multiple switches. Devices can be shared across
multiple logical fabrics using IFR, thus increasing resource sharing. B-series Virtual Fabrics and
Virtual Fabrics with IFR are included on B-series switch models: DC SAN Backbone Director, DC04
Director, 8/80 SAN Switch and 8/40 SAN Switch only.

C-series fabric partitioning
In C-series configurations, a single fabric is partitioned into several subnetworks or logical groups
of switches or switch ports called VSANs. The group of VSANs is called a SAN.
Figure 16 (page 47) shows VSAN 1, VSAN 2, and VSAN 3, each a set of switch ports on one
or more C-series switches. A VSAN can extend across multiple switches. Each VSAN has a unique
set of fabric services with independent fabric management. VSANs can share devices by using
the license-enabled IVR function. IVR is distributed across all switches in the SAN, and there is no
separate router hardware. Because the switches are a connected set, they must run the same version
of switch firmware.

H-series switch fabric routing
You can configure any H-series switch 8 Gb port as a TR_Port, which you use to connect devices
on the H-series switch to devices on a remote fabric. You do this by configuring TR mapping, which
establishes a route to connect one device on the H-series switch to one device on a remote fabric
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through one TR_Port. Multiple devices can share TR_Ports, and you can configure multiple TR_Ports
to the same remote fabric. HP currently supports connection to B-series and C-series remote fabrics.
Figure 17 (page 47) shows how one or more remote fabrics can connect to an H-series switch.
Remote Fabric 1, Remote Fabric 2, and the H-series switch fabric each contain one or more switches.
Devices connected through routing must comply with the configuration rules for the TR function.
See “Fabric rules for H-series switches with TR” (page 141). The fabrics can have identical domain
names and zoning definitions.

B-series, C-series, and H-series routing differences
B-series 8 Gb/s switches with integrated Fibre Channel routing, 1606 Extension SAN Switches or
DC Dir Switch MP Extension Blades, an MP Router, Virtual Fabrics with IFR, or VSANs with IVR
can connect existing fabrics or VSANs. When existing fabrics are connected to an 8 Gb/s switch
with Fibre Channel routing or MP Router, it creates a Meta SAN. Using B-series switches with
Virtual Fabrics or C-series switches with VSANs, existing fabrics are physically connected, and the
routing function in the switches is configured using IFR or IVR.
As shown in Figure 18 (page 49), an LSAN can include devices connected to different fabrics (for
example, the LSAN Zone connects devices from Fabric 1 and Fabric 2).
Figure 18 B-series routing

1606 Extension
SAN Switch,
400 MPR, or MPR
(FC Routing)

Fabric 1

LSAN Zone

Fabric 2

Fabric Zone
25104c

Figure 19 (page 50) and Figure 20 (page 50) show the differences between B-series MP Router
and C-series routing.
Figure 19 (page 50) shows how Virtual Fabrics can include devices that connect to a single switch
or multiple switches in the SAN. Devices in different Virtual Fabrics communicate using IFR. Multiple
switches can be connected in any supported fabric configuration.

Fibre Channel routing implementations
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Figure 19 B-series Virtual Fabric IFR

LF1

LF3

LF3

LF1

LF2

LF2

LF3

LF1

LF2

25266b

As shown in Figure 20 (page 50), VSANs can include devices that connect to a single switch or
multiple switches in the SAN. Devices in different VSANs communicate using IVR. Multiple switches
can be connected in any supported fabric configuration.
Figure 20 C-series VSAN IVR

VSAN 1

VSAN 3

VSAN 3

VSAN 1

VSAN 1

VSAN 2

VSAN 2

VSAN 3

VSAN 2

25105a

Figure 21 (page 51) shows how TR_Ports on the H-series switch can connect devices in a local
fabric to devices in a remote fabric. When a device on the H-series switch is mapped to a device
in the remote fabric, the H-series switch automatically creates an inter-fabric zone whose members
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are the two devices and the TR_Port that connects them. CLI commands for adding this zone to the
remote fabric zone set are generated automatically.
Figure 21 H-series switch routing
H-series
switch (TR)

Inter-fabric
zone (IFZ)

Remote
fabric

Fabric zone

26528b

Fabric redundancy and routing
B-series 8 Gb/s switches with integrated Fibre Channel routing, 1606 Extension SAN Switches or
DC Dir Switch MP Extension Blades, or MP Routers can connect one group of fabrics, or a single
fabric can connect multiple Virtual Fabrics or VSANs with IFR or IVR. For a high-availability, fully
redundant implementation, you can have two routers and two groups of fabrics (Figure 22), or
two groups of Virtual Fabrics or VSANs with IFR (Figure 23) or IVR (Figure 24).
For more information, see “High-availability router configurations” (page 55).
Figure 22 Dual-redundant Meta SAN with 1606 Extension SAN Switch or MP Router
1606 Extension SAN Switch,
400 MPR, or MPR
(FC Routing)
Fabric A2

Fabric A1

Meta SAN A
1606 Extension SAN Switch,
400 MPR, or MPR
(FC Routing)
Fabric B1

Fabric B2

Meta SAN B

25106d
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Figure 23 Dual-redundant Virtual Fabric
FC Switch
(IFR)
VF A1

VF A2
IFR SAN A
FC Switch
(IFR)

VF B1

VF B2
IFR SAN B
25267b

Figure 24 Dual-redundant VSAN
FC Switch
(IVR)
VSAN A1

VSAN A2
IVR SAN A
FC Switch
(IVR)

VSAN B1

VSAN B2
IVR SAN B
25107b

Supported routing configurations
Routing requires additional configuration rules for fabrics. For more information about routing
configuration rules, see “Fibre Channel routing, 400 MP Router, and MP Router Blade fabric rules”
(page 106), “MP Router fabric rules” (page 110), “C-series switches and fabric rules” (page 118),
and “H-series switches and fabric rules” (page 136).
The typical configuration is a router or 8 Gb/s switch with integrated Fibre Channel routing
connected to two or more fabrics, as shown in Figure 25 (page 53). An MP Router or 8 Gb/s
switch with integrated Fibre Channel routing is required for fabrics that include B-series switches.

Routing and core-edge fabrics
This section describes how to connect core switches when using routing to the following:
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•

MP Router for B-series Fibre Channel routing (Figure 25)

•

B-series Virtual Fabrics with IFR (Figure 26)

•

C-series VSANs with IVR (Figure 27)
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Figure 25 1606 Extension SAN Switch or MP Router connecting core switches
1606 Extension SAN Switch,
400 MPR, or MPR
(FC Routing)

25108c

An alternative core switch routing configuration is to use the 8 Gb/s switch integrated Fibre Channel
routing feature or MP Router Blades in the SAN Directors.
Figure 26 Virtual Fabrics connecting core switches

VF1

VF3

VF3

VF2

VF2

VF1

VF1

VF3

VF2

25268a
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Figure 27 VSANs connecting core switches

VSAN 3

VSAN 1

VSAN 2

VSAN 3

VSAN 2

VSAN 1

VSAN 3

VSAN 1

VSAN 2

25109a

Routing through an IP network
When connecting fabrics through IP, 1606 Extension SAN Switches or DC Dir Switch MP Extension
Blades, MP Routers or Blades serve as FCIP gateways with Fibre Channel routing. Routers that
communicate with the FCIP protocol must be installed in pairs (Figure 28 and Figure 29).
HP supports FCIP configurations in which 1606 Extension SAN Switches or DC Dir Switch MP
Extension Blades, 400 MP Router or MP Router Blade serve as an FCIP gateway and a Fibre
Channel switch. Servers and storage systems that support Continuous Access with FCIP can be
directly connected to the Fibre Channel ports on the 1606 Extension SAN Switches or DC Dir
Switch MP Extension Blades (Figure 28), 400 MP Router or MP Router Blade (Figure 37).
Figure 28 1606 Extension SAN Switches connecting fabrics through IP

1606 Extension
SAN Switch
Fabric 1

1606 Extension
SAN Switch
Fabric 2

IP
FCIP with FC routing

26598a

Figure 29 MP Routers connecting fabrics through IP

MPR
Fabric 1

MPR
IP

Fabric 2

FCIP with FC routing
25152b

VSANs can be connected through IP using the FCIP functionality of the C-series Fibre Channel
switches. See “C-series Fibre Channel switches” (page 118).
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Figure 30 (page 55) shows IVR connecting VSANs through IP.
Figure 30 IVR connecting VSANs through IP

VSAN 1
VSAN 2
.
.
VSAN n

VSAN 1
VSAN 2
.
.
VSAN n
FC Switch
(IVR)

IP
FCIP with IVR

FC Switch
(IVR)

25111a

High-availability router configurations
In high-availability configurations, use pairs of 8 Gb/s switches with integrated Fibre Channel
routing, 1606 Extension SAN Switches, routers, or IFL pairs to provide redundant paths between
fabrics. Figure 31 (page 56) and Figure 32 (page 57) show valid configurations.
•

The first configuration shows servers and storage connected using a pair of redundant fabrics
in a level 4 NSPOF configuration. For information about high-availability levels, see “Data
availability” (page 38).

•

The second configuration shows routers cross-wired to provide full fabric connectivity in case
a router fails.

•

The third configuration shows multiple IFLs between the 1606 Extension SAN Switch or MP
Router and edge fabrics to provide redundancy in case an IFL or MP Router port fails.

The configurations show a small number of SAN fabrics connected to each router. The same
principles apply to configurations with a higher number of fabrics connected to a router, and a
higher number of routers in a Meta SAN. For scalability rules, such as the maximum number of
fabrics and MP Routers, see “B-series switches and fabric rules” (page 87).

Supported routing configurations
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Figure 31 High-availability 1606 Extension SAN Switch configurations
1606 Extension
SAN Switch
Fabric A1

Fabric A2

1606 Extension
SAN Switch
Fabric B1

Fabric B2

NSPOF configuration
1606 Extension
SAN Switch
Fabric A1

Fabric A2

1606 Extension
SAN Switch
Fabric B1

Fabric B2

1606 Extension
SAN Switch
Fabric A1

Fabric A2

26597b
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Figure 32 High-availability MP Router configurations
400 MPR or MPR
(FC Routing)
Fabric A1

Fabric A2

400 MPR or MPR
(FC Routing)
Fabric B1

Fabric B2

NSPOF configuration
400 MPR or MPR
(FC Routing)
Fabric A1

Fabric A2

400 MPR or MPR
(FC Routing)
Fabric B1

Fabric B2

400 MPR or MPR
(FC Routing)
Fabric A1

Fabric A2

25112c

400 MP Router and MP Router Blade use cases
For configuration examples, see the 400 MP Router and MP Router Blade use-case white papers:
http://h18006.www1.hp.com/storage/whitepapers.html

H-series switches with TR configurations
The TR feature allows you to configure each 8 Gb port on the H-series switch as a TR_Port, enabling
the sharing of server and storage resources between fabrics through the industry-standard NPIV
protocol. The TR feature also provides a higher level of security by ensuring that only
customer-specified devices are visible and shared between fabrics.
Figure 17 (page 47) shows how an H-series switch can be in a fabric with other H-series switches
and how you can connect it to multiple remote B-series or C-series fabrics. Figure 21 (page 51)
shows how you can map each device connected to an H-series switch to multiple devices connected
in one remote B-series or C-series fabric.

Supported routing configurations
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Routing use cases
This section describes use cases for routing.

SAN island consolidation and scaling
B-series routing consolidates SAN islands (multiple independent fabrics) into a Meta SAN. This
modular SAN design offers:
•

Simplified scalability that allows you to scale a SAN without having to merge fabrics.

•

Selective sharing of devices in different fabrics so that only devices required for specific
functions are seen across fabrics.

•

Limited sharing or specific times for data migrations and storage consolidation.

•

Ability to access equipment without changing its physical location. Connecting multiple fabrics
to 8 Gb/s switches with integrated Fibre Channel routing, 1606 Extension SAN Switches or
DC Dir Switch MP Extension Blades, or MP Router or Blades enables sharing of devices located
anywhere in the Meta SAN.

•

Ability to connect B-series fabrics using Secure Fabric OS.

•

Ability to connect B-series and M-series fabrics in a Meta SAN. For supported fabric modes
and firmware versions, see “MP Router fabric rules” (page 110).

Routing does not merge fabrics, so existing zoning definitions and assigned domain IDs can be
used without modification. Duplicate zoning definitions and domain IDs in fabrics are hidden by
the MP Router. Fabrics in a Meta SAN can be scaled without affecting other fabrics.
Multiple SANs can be centralized and consolidated into one Meta SAN, or partitioned into different
administrative domains or different logical fabrics using the Virtual Fabrics feature as required. HP
recommends the use of Fabric Manager to simplify management procedures when implementing
a Meta SAN.
Figure 33 (page 58) shows a typical configuration for SAN island consolidation.
Figure 33 1606 Extension SAN Switch or MP Router consolidating SAN islands
LSAN 2
1606 Extension SAN Switch,
400 MPR, or MPR
(FC Routing)

Fabric 2

Fabric 1

Fabric 3
LSAN 1
25113c

Integration of Fibre Channel routing and FCIP
You can use the 1606 Extension SAN Switch or MP Router's integrated FCIP capability to extend
disaster-tolerant applications such as HP Continuous Access for storage arrays.
In nonrouted FCIP configurations, local and remote fabrics merge when connected through an IP
network. The IP connection acts as an ISL in a single fabric. By using Fibre Channel routing and
FCIP, the local and remote fabrics connect without merging. You can create an LSAN that contains
local and remote storage arrays and servers.
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Figure 34 (page 59), Figure 35 (page 59), Figure 36 (page 59), Figure 37 (page 60), and
Figure 38 (page 60) show typical HP Continuous Access NSPOF configurations in which the 1606
Extension SAN Switch or MP Router provides Fibre Channel routing and FCIP. Figure 36 (page
59) and Figure 37 (page 60) show a configuration in which the 1606 Extension SAN Switches
or 400 MP Routers are used as both an FCIP gateway and Fibre Channel switch.
Figure 34 NSPOF configuration with 1606 Extension SAN Switch providing Fibre Channel routing
and FCIP with direct connect devices
1606 Extension
SAN Switch

1606 Extension
SAN Switch
Fabric A1

Fabric A2

IP A

FCIP with FC routing
1606 Extension
SAN Switch
Fabric B1

1606 Extension
SAN Switch
Fabric B2

IP B

FCIP with FC routing
26583b

Figure 35 NSPOF configuration with 400 MP Router providing Fibre Channel routing and FCIP
400 MPR
Fabric A1

400 MPR
Fabric A2

IP A

FCIP with FC routing

400 MPR
Fabric B1

400 MPR
Fabric B2

IP B

FCIP with FC routing

25270b

Figure 36 NSPOF configuration with 1606 Extension SAN Switch providing FC routing and FCIP
with direct connect devices
1606 Extension
SAN Switch

1606 Extension
SAN Switch
VEX

Fabric A1

IP A

VE
Fabric A2

FCIP with FC routing

1606 Extension
SAN Switch

1606 Extension
SAN Switch
VEX

Fabric B1

IP B

VE
Fabric B2

FCIP with FC routing
26585b
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Figure 37 NSPOF configuration with 400 MP Router providing Fibre Channel routing and FCIP with
direct connect devices

400 MPR

400 MPR
VEX

Fabric A1

IP A

VE
Fabric A2

FCIP with FC routing

400 MPR

400 MPR
VEX

IP B

Fabric B1

VE
Fabric B2

FCIP with FC routing

25282c

Figure 38 NSPOF configuration with MP Router providing Fibre Channel routing and FCIP
MPR
Fabric A1

MPR
Fabric A2

IP A

FCIP with FC routing

MPR
Fabric B1

MPR
IP B

Fabric B2

FCIP with FC routing

25114b

Tape backup consolidation
The 1606 SAN Extension Switch or MP Router enables tape consolidation across multiple fabrics.
Increased consolidation enables tape backup for devices in fabrics without tape libraries. Tape
libraries and backup operations can be centralized and shared across multiple fabrics in a Meta
SAN. There is no need to merge fabrics, which reduces equipment and management costs.
Figure 39 (page 61) shows a configuration in which a 1606 SAN Extension Switch or MP Router
consolidates tape backup in a Meta SAN. For information about supported HP tape products and
backup applications, see the HP StorageWorks Enterprise Backup Solutions Design Guide and the
EBS compatibility matrix. These documents are available on the following websites:
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•

http://www.hp.com/go/ebs

•

http://h18004.www1.hp.com/products/storageworks/ebslegacymatrices.html
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Figure 39 1606 Extension SAN Switch or MP Router consolidating tape backup in a Meta SAN

1606 Extension SAN Switch,
400 MPR, or MPR
(FC Routing)

Fabric 2
Fabric 3

Fabric 1

Fabric 4

25115c

Independent fabrics connected through a 1606 Extension SAN Switch or MP Router cannot have
a direct ISL connection (Figure 40). A direct ISL connection between fabrics bypasses the MP
Router, resulting in a full fabric merge.
Figure 40 Unsupported 1606 Extension SAN Switch or MP Router configuration
1606 Extension SAN Switch,
400 MPR, or MPR
(FC Routing)

Fabric 1

Fabric 2

ISL

25116c
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4 Fibre Channel over Ethernet
Fibre Channel over Ethernet is a protocol in which Fibre Channel frames can be sent over Ethernet
networks. This allows Fibre Channel to use 10-GbE networks while preserving the Fibre Channel
protocol.
The convergence of Ethernet and FC provides the same level of connectivity as each individual
technology provides separately, but requires:
•

50% fewer switches in each server rack—Only two converged network ToR switches, compared
with four switches per rack with separate Ethernet and FC switches (two network and two FC)

•

50% fewer adapters per server

•

75% fewer cable connections

This chapter describes the following topics:
•

“HP FCoE solutions overview” (page 62)

•

“FCoE technology” (page 63)

•

“HP FCoE products” (page 64)

•

“FCoE configuration rules” (page 73)

•

“Storage system support” (page 82)

HP FCoE solutions overview
HP offers multiple FCoE solutions:
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•

HP FCoE fabric-edge solutions deploy FCoE technology in Ethernet and FC environments with
the benefit of convergence at the server and fabric edge using CNAs and CN switches. These
solutions provide the benefits of both convergence and investment protection by allowing
FCoE to be integrated with existing HP Fibre Channel SANs.

•

HP end-to-end FCoE solutions for P9500 and P6000/EVA storage provide an FCoE technology
implementation from server to storage. The solutions consist of FCoE CNAs, CN switches, and
FCoE storage targets. Four FCoE end-to-end configurations are available:

◦

P9500 FCoE target—Provides four 10 GbE FCoE ports on each channel adapter. See
“FCoE storage systems” (page 69) and the HP P9500 User Guide.

◦

P63xx/P65xx FCoE/iSCSI target—Provides two 10 GbE FCoE/iSCSI ports on each
storage controller. See Figure 43 (page 71),“P6300/P6350/P6500/P6550 EVA” (page
325), and the iSCSI or iSCSI/FCoE configuration rules and guidelines chapter in the HP
P6300/P6500 Enterprise Virtual Array User Guide.

◦

MPX200 Direct-connect—Provides 10-GbE FCoE and iSCSI target connectivity for up to
two P6000/EVA Fibre Channel storage systems without requiring any Fibre Channel
switches.

◦

MPX200 Fabric-connect—Provides additional FCoE and iSCSI storage connectivity,
allowing for up to four P6000/EVA, P10000/3PAR, or XP24000/12000 (iSCSI only)
Fibre Channel storage systems using a fabric connection between the MPX200 and the
Fibre Channel storage.

Fibre Channel over Ethernet

The FCoE product set consists of the following:
•

HP 5820X-14XG-SFP+ Switch—Provides a bridge function from a converged network to
separate Ethernet and FC fabrics.

•

HP B-series and C-series CN switches—Provide a bridge function from converged network to
separate Ethernet and FC fabrics, or support end-to-end FCoE when used with CNAs and
FCoE storage targets.

•

HP CN1000E, CN1100E, and CN1000Q CNAs—Converge Ethernet and FC technologies in
the server over 10-GbE links to converged network switches.

•

P9500 with FCoE and P63xx/P65xx EVA storage with iSCSI/FCoE—Provides native FCoE
target connectivity within the storage system.

•

HP MPX200 Multifunction Router iSCSI/FCoE—Provides FCoE target functionality when
integrated with P6000/EVA or P10000/3PAR Fibre Channel storage systems (for more
information, see the HP StorageWorks MPX200 Multifunction Router User Guide).

FCoE technology
The first generation of FCoE CN switches enable Ethernet and FC to coexist in a fabric and are
designed as edge switches or ToR switches. Edge/ToR switches are typically deployed in redundant
pairs installed at the top of a server rack. By using FCoE CN switches, you reduce the number of
required switches by replacing separate Ethernet and FC switches with a converged edge/ToR
switch. From the edge/ToR switch, ISL connections to the EoR FC and EoR Ethernet/IP switches
provide access to the separate core layers of the FC fabric and Ethernet/IP network.
An FCoE blade that resides in a DC or DC04 SAN Director can also be used to integrate FCoE
solutions with existing or new FC fabrics.

Converged network switch ports
HP FCoE CN switches have two types of physical ports:
•

10-GbE ports

•

4-Gb or 8-Gb FC ports

Fibre Channel ports on the HP B-series FCoE CN switches can be used for ISL connections to an
existing Fibre Channel fabric, or to an HP Fibre Channel storage system or HBA. Fibre Channel
ports on the HP C-series CN switch or 5820 CN switch can be used for ISL connections to an
existing Fibre Channel fabric.
Table 10 (page 63) lists the number of ports for each HP FCoE CN switch.
Table 10 Number of ports per switch
HP switch

Number of 10-GbE ports

Number of FC ports

HP 5820 Converged Network Switch

14 to 18

4 to 8 (8 Gb/s)

2408 FCoE Converged Network Switch

24

8 (8 Gb/s)

DC SAN Director Switch 10/24 FCoE Blade

24

0 external ports
32 (8 Gb/s) backplane ports

C-series Nexus 5010 Converged Network Switch

20 to 26

0 to 8 (4 Gb/s)
0 to 6 (8 Gb/s)

C-series Nexus 5020 Converged Network Switch 40 to 52

nl

nl

0 to 16 (4 Gb/s)
0 to 12 (8 Gb/s)
nl

FCoE technology
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NOTE: All FCoE CN switch models are by design CEE/IEEE DCB switches and are enabled for
Ethernet by default. In order to be used for FCoE they must be enabled to forward FC frames to
the FC ports, functioning as a Fibre channel forwarder.
The FCoE CN switch firmware update process causes momentary loss of Ethernet and Fibre Channel
port connectivity. HP recommends that you implement a dual path configuration with redundant
FCoE CN switches to minimize disruption during firmware updates.

Interoperability
The HP 5820 Converged Network Switch interoperates with B-series, C-series, or H-series FC
switches.
HP does not support interoperability between B-series and C-series CN and FC switches:
•

2408 FCoE Converged Network Switch and the 10/24 FCoE Blade operate with B-series FC
switches only.

•

C-series Nexus 5010/5020 Converged Network Switches operate with other C-series MDS
FC switches only.

HP FCoE products
This section describes the following HP FCoE CN switches and CNAs.
•

“HP 5820 Ethernet/FCoE Switch” (page 64)

•

“HP 2408 FCoE Converged Network Switch ” (page 65)

•

“HP StorageWorks DC SAN Director Switch 10/24 FCoE Blade” (page 65)

•

“HP C-series Nexus 5010/5020 Converged Network Switches” (page 66)

•

“HP CN1000E and CN1100E” (page 68)

•

“CN1000Q” (page 68)

•

“FCoE storage systems” (page 69)

Converged network switches and blades
HP 5820 Ethernet/FCoE Switch
The HP 5820 Switch Series features advanced flex-chassis switches that deliver a unique combination
of unmatched 10 Gigabit Ethernet, Fibre Channel over Ethernet connectivity, high-availability
architecture, full Layer 2/3 dual-stack IPv4/v6, and line-rate, low-latency performance on all ports.
Features and benefits :
•
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Powerful QoS features:

◦

Creates traffic classes based on access control lists (ACLs), IEEE 802.1p precedence, IP,
DSCP or Type of Service (ToS) precedence.

◦

Supports filter, redirect, mirror, or remark.

◦

Supports the following congestion actions: strict priority (SP) queuing, weighted round
robin (WRR), weighted fair queuing (WFQ), weighted random early discard (WRED),
weighted deficit round robin (WDRR), and SP+WDRR.

•

Integrated network services—With support for open application architecture (OAA) modules,
extends and integrates application capability into the network.

•

Ring Resiliency Protection Protocol (RRPP)—Provides fast recovery for ring Ethernet-based
topology; ensures consistent application performance for applications such as VoIP.

•

14 fixed 10-GbE ports

Fibre Channel over Ethernet

•

Two expansion bays, one 4-port FCoE expansion module required. Second bay can be used
for second FCoE module or additional 10-GbE ports.

•

Optional expansion modules:

◦

HP 4-port 8/4/2 Gb/s FCoE SFP+ 5820 Module

◦

HP 5820X/A5800 4-port 10-GbE SFP+ Module

◦

HP 5820X/A5800 2-port 10-GbE SFP+ Module

•

Compatible with B-series, C-series, and H-series FC switches

•

Considerations:

◦

Requires connectivity to an FC switch for access to FC storage systems. See
Figure 46 (page 73) and Figure 48 (page 75).

◦

Access to native FCoE target devices not supported via 10-GbE ports

HP 2408 FCoE Converged Network Switch
The 2408 FCoE Converged Network Switch is a rebranded version of the Brocade 8000 FCoE
Switch.
Features
•

Next-generation Ethernet L2/L3 switch and next-generation FC switch merged into one product

•

CEE support

◦

Full industry-standard implementation

◦

Supports FCoE and FCoE Initialization Protocol (FIP)

•

24 10-GbE and 8 8-Gb/s FC ports

•

Uses 1 RU of space

•

Leverages existing Brocade fabric operating system (FOS)

•

Supports link aggregation (LAG) on DCB ports

•

Supports Brocade ISL trunking on FC ports

Considerations
•

The port types are fixed. You cannot use 10-GbE ports for FC connections, and you cannot
use FC ports for 10-GbE connections.

•

L3 routing features are not currently supported.

•

10-GbE ports support virtual F_Ports only (virtual E_Ports are not supported).

HP StorageWorks DC SAN Director Switch 10/24 FCoE Blade
The HP DC SAN Director Switch 10/24 FCoE Blade is a rebranded version of the Brocade
FCOE10-24 blade.
Features
•

24 10-GbE ports

•

32 8-Gb/s FC ports on the backplane (DC and DC04 SAN Directors only)

•

Hot pluggable

•

Blade power and status LEDs
HP FCoE products
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•

Link status LEDs for each port

•

FCoE switching

•

CEE switching

•

L2 Ethernet protocols STP/MSTP/RSTP, VLAN tagging, and link aggregation

•

Standard Ethernet encapsulation

Considerations
•

The DC SAN Director Switch 10/24 FCoE Blade has 24 FCoE ports and can be installed in
either a DC or DC04 SAN director.

•

The DC SAN Director Switch 10/24 FCoE Blade enables server edge connectivity by
connecting CNAs directly to any of its 24 Ethernet ports.

•

Storage can be connected to:

◦

Any other Fibre Channel blade in the same director

◦

Any Fibre Channel switch that is in the same fabric as the DC or DC04 SAN Director
that contains the DC SAN Director Switch 10/24 FCoE Blade

•

The DC SAN Director Switch 10/24 FCoE Blade supports optical cabling and SFP+ transceivers
only.

•

There are no licensing requirements for this blade.

HP C-series Nexus 5010/5020 Converged Network Switches
HP resells the Cisco Nexus 5010 and 5020 Switches.
Features
•

L2 access:

◦

IEEE DCB and FCoE support
IEEE DCB is a Cisco unified fabric product with additional proprietary features.

◦
•

•

•
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NX-OS with combined features from Cisco IOS and Cisco MDS 9000 SAN-OS/NX-OS

Cisco 5020 (2 RU):

◦

40 10-GbE ports

◦

Two optional expansion module slots

◦

Up to 52 10-GbE ports, or a combination of 40 10-GbE ports and 16 FC ports

Cisco 5010 (1 RU):

◦

20 10-GbE ports

◦

One optional expansion module slot

◦

Up to 26 10-GbE ports, or a combination of 20 10-GbE ports and 8 FC ports

Optional expansion modules:

◦

6-port 10-GbE expansion module

◦

6-port 8-Gb/s FC expansion module

Fibre Channel over Ethernet

◦

8-port 4-Gb/s FC expansion module

◦

4-port 4-Gb/s FC and 4-port 10-GbE expansion module

Cisco Fabric Extender for HP BladeSystem
The Cisco Fabric Extender for HP BladeSystem (Model B22HP) provides an extension of the Cisco
Nexus switch fabric to the HP server edge (see Figure 41 (page 67)). Logically, it behaves like a
remote line card to a parent Cisco Nexus 5000 series switch, with the Fabric Extender and the
parent Nexus together forming a distributed modular system. When combined with HP server
embedded CNA or mezzanine adapters, it provides total network flexibility with 1Gb/10Gb
Ethernet, Data Center Bridging (FCoE) and iSCSI network connections.
Features
•

Sixteen 1Gb/10Gb downlinks

•

Each Ethernet downlink supports Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE), Datacenter Bridging
(DCB), and iSCSI

•

Each Ethernet downlink can autonegotiate to 1Gb to support legacy NICs and/or Wake On
LAN

•

Eight 10Gb uplinks:

◦

Each Fabric uplink carries both Ethernet and Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE) traffic

◦

Fabric uplinks support .5m/1m/3m/5m/7m/10m twinax, Fabric Extender Transceiver
(FET-10G), 10Gbase-SR, and 10Gbase-LR optics

•

Up to 24 Fabric Extenders can be managed by a single Nexus 5000 series switch

•

Ports support Ethernet, iSCSI and DCB protocols

Figure 41 FC and FCoE storage with Cisco Fabic Extender for HP BladeSystem configuration
Blade servers with CNAs and
Cisco Fabric Extender* for HP BladeSystem
(*with C-series FCoE switches only)
C-series FCoE switches
FC switches

3PAR
F-Class or T-Class

P6300 EVA P6500 EVA
FCoE/iSCSI/FC EVA/SAS storage
10-GbE FCoE/iSCSI connection
10-GbE connection
Fibre Channel
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Converged network adapters
Servers with CNAs require fewer adapters per server and, therefore, 75% fewer cable connections
for network and FC attachments.
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HP offers the HP CN1000E CNA, the HP CN1100E CNA, and the HP CN1000Q CNA. For
information about servers that support CNAs, see “Server support” (page 78).
Table 11 (page 68) lists the supported HP CNAs.
Table 11 HP CNA part numbers
HP part number

HP model number

BK835A

CN1100E

AW520A

CN1000E

BS668A

CN1000Q

Description

Dual port converged network adapter
(no cable or transceiver is included)
nl

HP CN1000E and CN1100E
Features
The HP CN1000E and CN1100E CNAs have the following features:
•

Ships with half-height and full-height brackets

•

Dual ports for redundancy

•

Full 10-Gb/s bandwidth on both ports

•

Each port can operate as a NIC and/or FCoE port

•

2 SFP+ connectors

•

Supports optical or copper cables

Considerations
•

x8 PCI Express Gen2 card

•

Requires 14.5 W of power

•

1 GbE is not supported

CN1000Q
Features
The HP CN1000Q and CN1100E CNAs have the following features:
•

Ships with half-height and full-height brackets

•

Dual ports for redundancy

•

Full 10-Gb/s bandwidth on both ports

•

Each port can operate as a NIC and/or FCoE port

•

2 SFP+ connectors

•

Supports optical or copper cables

Considerations
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•

x8 PCI Express Gen2 card

•

Requires 19 W of power

•

1 GbE is not supported

Fibre Channel over Ethernet

FCoE storage systems
HP supports the following FCoE storage systems:
•

“P9500 with the FCoE 10-GbE channel adapter (4 ports per adapter)” (page 69)

•

“P63xx/P65xx with FCoE/iSCSI 10-GbE front end host ports (2 ports per controller) ” (page
70)

P9500 with the FCoE 10-GbE channel adapter (4 ports per adapter)
FCoE channel adapter
The FCoE channel adapter can be configured with redundancy using multiple ports on a single
channel adapter or using multiple channel adapters (see Figure 42 (page 70)).
Operating system and multipath software support
For the latest information on operating system and multipath software support, see the HP SPOCK
website at http://www.hp.com/storage/spock. You must sign up for an HP Passport to enable
access.
Table 12 (page 69) provides the operating system and multipath software support for P9500
10-GbE FCoE.
Table 12 P9500 10-GbE FCoE operating system and multipath software support
Operating system

Multipath software

Clusters P9500 storage
system

Microsoft Windows Server
2008

MPIO with HP DSM
(supports both CN1000E
and CN1100E)

MPIO with Microsoft DSM
(supports both CN1000E
and CN1100E)

Microsoft Windows Server
2003

MPIO with HP DSM
(supports CN1000E only)

MPIO with Microsoft DSM
(supports CN1000E only)

Red Hat Linux, SUSE Linux

Device Mapper

None

VMware

VMware embedded

None

Failover Clustering, MSCS

Figure 42 (page 70) describes the P9500 10-GbE FCoE configuration.
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Figure 42 P9500 FCoE end-to-end configuration
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FCoE storage
10-GbE FCoE/iSCSI connection
10-GbE connection
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P63xx/P65xx with FCoE/iSCSI 10-GbE front end host ports (2 ports per controller)
iSCSI/FCoE module
The iSCSI/FCoE module is configured in a dual-controller configuration in the HP P63xx/P65xx
EVA (see Figure 43 (page 71)). Dual-controller configurations provide for high availability with
failover between iSCSI/FCoE modules. All configurations are supported as redundant pairs only.
iSCSI connected servers can be configured for access to one or both controllers. For information
about P63xx/P65xx EVA Fibre Channel support, see “P6000/EVA storage system rules” (page
220). For information about P63xx/P65xx EVA 1-GbE iSCSI support, see“iSCSI storage” (page
319).
Operating system and multipath software support
For the latest information on operating system and multipath software support, see the HP SPOCK
website at http://www.hp.com/storage/spock. You must sign up for an HP Passport to enable
access.
Table 13 (page 70) provides the operating system and multipath software support for P63xx/P65xx
EVA 10-GbE iSCSI/FCoE.
Table 13 P63xx/P65xx EVA 10-GbE iSCSI/FCoE operating system and multipath software support
Operating system
Microsoft Windows Server
2008
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Multipath software

Clusters EVA storage system

MPIO with HP DSM
(supports both CN1000E
and CN1100E)

MPIO with Microsoft DSM
(supports CN1000E only)

Microsoft Windows Server
2003

MPIO with HP DSM
(supports CN1000E only)

MPIO with Microsoft DSM
(supports CN1000E only)

Red Hat Linux, SUSE Linux

Device Mapper

None

VMware

VMware MPxIO

None

Fibre Channel over Ethernet

Failover Clustering, MSCS

For more information, see the iSCSI or iSCSI/FCoE configuration rules and guidelines chapter in
the HP P6300/P6500 Enterprise Virtual Array User Guide.
Figure 43 (page 71) describes the P63xx/P65xx EVA 10-GbE iSCSI/FCoE configuration.
Figure 43 P63xx/P65xx FCoE/iSCSI end-to-end configuration
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Figure 44 (page 72) and Figure 45 (page 72) show mixed FC and FCoE configurations using FC
and FCoE storage targets. Figure 44 (page 72) describes blade server FC/FCoE configurations
with B-series or C-series FCoE switches and either Pass-Thru modules or 6120XG DCB switches.
With Pass-Through modules, this configuration (1) is supported with B-series or C-series FCoE and
corresponding FC switches. With 6120XG switches, this configuration (2) is supported with C-series
FCoE switches and FC switches only.
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Figure 44 Blade server mixed FC/FCoE storage with B-series or C-series FCoE switches
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Figure 45 (page 72) describes blade server FC/FCoE configurations with HP 5820 switches and
either Pass-Thru modules or 6120XG DCB switches. Connectivity to B-series, C-series or H-series
FC switches is supported with HP 5820 switches.
Figure 45 Blade server mixed FC/FCoE storage with HP 5820 switches
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FCoE configuration rules
This section describes configuration rules for the HP FCoE solution. The rules are defined for the
CNAs and each of the FCoE CN switch series.
Figure 46 (page 73) shows a converged SAN fabric with servers using CNAs only.
Figure 46 Converged SAN fabric configuration
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Figure 47 (page 74) shows a converged SAN fabric with servers using CNAs connected to a
B-series CN switch and a DC SAN Director Switch 10/24 FCoE Blade.
Figure 47 Converged SAN fabric with an FCoE blade
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NOTE:

Consider the following for a converged SAN fabric with an FCoE blade:

•

End-to-end FCoE is supported through FC ISLs

•

FCoE traffic can be carried across multiple FC ISL hops, eventually terminating in FC or FCoE
storage

As an example, a CNA connected to the B-series CN switch on the left side can communicate with
an FCoE target connected to the B-series FCoE blade on the right, going through Fabric A or B
depending on where it’s connected.
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Figure 48 (page 75) shows a converged fabric that has servers with CNAs and servers with FC
HBAs and NICs.
Figure 48 FCoE integrated with FC SAN fabric
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Figure 49 (page 76) shows an FCoE end-to-end direct-connect storage configuration using an
MPX200 Multifunction Router and P6000/EVA Fibre Channel storage systems. This provides
10-GbE FCoE and iSCSI connectivity for up to two P6000/EVA Fibre Channel storage systems
without requiring any Fibre Channel switches.
Figure 49 FCoE end-to-end MPX200 direct-connect P6000/EVA FC storage configuration
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The configuration shown in Figure 50 (page 77) provides additional connectivity, allowing for up
to four P6000/EVA storage systems using a fabric connection between the MPX200 and
P6000/EVA storage. In addition to FCoE and iSCSI, Fibre Channel connected servers can access
the same P6000/EVA storage systems through the Fibre Channel fabric. This configuration provides
the highest level of multi-protocol support with FCoE, iSCSI, and Fibre Channel connectivity for up
to four P6000/EVA storage systems.
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Figure 50 FCoE end-to-end MPX200 fabric-connect P6000/EVA FC storage configuration
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CNA configuration rules
Table 14 HP CNA requirements
Item

Description

Number of CNAs per server
(maximum)

2

Cable types and distances

• SFP+ optical CN1000E: 40m, CN1100E and CN1000Q: 100m
• Copper 7m and 10m (Note: C-series FCoE CN switches only)

For current firmware and driver support, see the HP SPOCK website at http://www.hp.com/
storage/spock. You must sign up for an HP Passport to enable access.

Server support
FCoE is supported with ProLiant G5, G6, G7, and Gen8 servers.
For current server support, see the server QuickSpecs at http://www.hp.com/go/quickspecs/.

HP 5820 Converged Network Switch
This section describes support for the 5820X-14XG FCoE CN switch and FCoE fabric rules. For
information on configuring the 5820X-14XG FCoE CN switch, see “FCoE switch configuration
quick-setup instructions” (page 392).

Usage
The 5820X switch with its FCoE module is intended for use as a server edge switch, providing a
bridge between 10-GbE and Fibre Channel protocols. See “FCoE fabric topologies” (page 38).

FCoE Converged Network Switch fabric rules
This section describes the fabric rules for the 5820X FCoE CN switch and other factors you should
consider when building 5820X FCoE CN fabrics. For Fibre Channel switch fabric rules pertaining
to the specific family of FC switches being used, see “Fabric infrastructure rules” (page 86).
Table 15 HP 5820X CN switch fabric rules
Rule
number
nl
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Description

1

At least one HP 4-port 8/4/2 Gb/s FCoE SFP+ 5820 module is required for the 5820X-14XG to operate
as an FCoE CN switch.

2

At least one FC port of the 5280 FCoE module must be connected to a B-series, C-series, or H-series FC
switch.

3

NPIV must be enabled on all FC switches connected to the 5820 FCoE module.

4

The 5280 FCoE module FC ports only support FC switch connections.

5

Native FCoE storage is not supported using the 5820 10-GbE ports.
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Table 15 HP 5820X CN switch fabric rules (continued)
Rule
number
nl

6

Description
Up to two 5820 FCoE modules are supported in a single 5820X switch. However, when using two A5280
FCoE modules, consider the following:
• When two 5820 FCoE modules are connected to the same SAN, the FCoE modules attempt to load
balance the server load across the two FCoE modules as servers are added by distributing the CNA
logins between the two modules. Failover from one module to the other is supported in this configuration,
but failback is not supported.
• The current Emulex CNA firmware does not support the load balancing method used when two 5820
FCoE modules are connected to the same SAN, so the distribution of the CNA logins may not be optimal.
This issue will be corrected in a future Emulex CNA firmware release.

7

Connection to Brocade 8 Gb/s switches and ARB(FF)/ARB(FF) mode setting: HP recommends all 8 Gb/s
Brocade switches running FOS V6.3.1a and later be set to mode 3 using the portcfgfillword command.
For more information, see the Fabric OS Command Reference Manual supporting FOS V6.4 and the FOS
release notes.

8

When connecting the 5820 to multiple SANs, unique discovery and data VLANs are required for each
SAN.

Firmware, CNA, operating systems, and storage products support
For current information on supported 5820X firmware, operating systems, and options, see the
SPOCK website at http://www.hp.com/storage/spock. You must sign up for an HP Passport to
enable access.

B-series FCoE Converged Network switch
This section describes support for B-series FCoE CN switches, switch model, and FCoE fabric rules.
For more information on configuring B-series FCoE CN switches, see “FCoE switch configuration
quick-setup instructions” (page 392).
NOTE:
The naming scheme for the HP 2408 Converged Network Switch, which has 24 CEE
ports and 8 Fibre Channel ports, is slightly different from the typical B-series switch naming scheme.
Table 16 (page 79) describes the B-series FCoE CN switch.
Table 16 B-series FCoE CN switches
Fabric Management

Switch name

Firmware version
7.0.0b

HP StorageWorks 2408 FCoE
Converged Network Switch
HP StorageWorks DC SAN Director
Switch 10/24 FCoE Blade

7.0.0a
6.4.2b
6.4.2a
6.4.1b

B-series SAN
Network
Advisor

DCFM1

Number of
ports

6.4.1a
6.4.1

11.1.1

10.4.5

24 CEE ports

6.3.2d

11.1.0

10.3.42

8 FC ports

6.3.2b

1

DCFM = Data Center Fabric Manager

2

DCFM only provides the discovery function for the FCoE switch, and launches WebTools for switch management with
DCFM versions prior to 10.3.0. Full management features are provided with DCFM 10.3.0 and later versions.

For the latest information on supported B-series FCoE CN switches and firmware versions, see the
HP SAN Infrastructure website: http://h18006.www1.hp.com/storage/saninfrastructure.html.
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Features
Features of the 2408 FCoE Converged Network Switch are the same as the B-series 8Gb switches,
but the following features are not supported:
•

Advanced Zoning (port-based and QoS)

•

Extended Fabrics

•

Adaptive Networking with QoS

•

Virtual Fabrics

•

Integrated Fibre Channel routing

•

FICON

•

Admin Domains

•

TI Zones

•

M-EOS Interop

•

Nondisruptive firmware upgrade

Table 17 (page 80) provides a comparison of the high-availability features for the B-series FCoE
CN switch.
Table 17 B-series FCoE CN switch high-availability feature comparison
Redundant
/hotswappable
power

Redundant
/hotswappable
cooling

Redundant
core
switching
blade

Redundant
control
processor

Nondisruptive
code
activation

Nondisruptive
port
expansion

Redundant
active
components

Yes/Yes

Yes/Yes

No

No

No

N/A

No

nl

nl

nl

Switch model
HP StorageWorks 2408
FCoE Converged Network
Switch

nl

nl

nl

nl

nl

nl

nl

nl

nl

The HP StorageWorks DC SAN Director Switch 10/24 FCoE Blade (DC SAN Director Switch
10/24 FCoE Blade) provides the following features:
•

24 FCoE ports operating at 10 Gb/s

•

32 FC ports operating at 8 Gb/s through the backplane

•

Hot pluggable

•

Blade power and status LEDs

•

Port link-status LEDs

•

FCoE switching

•

CEE switching

•

L2 Ethernet protocols STP/MSTP/RSTP, 802.1q; and Link Aggregation (802.1ad)

•

Standard Ethernet encapsulation

Operating systems and storage products
The FCoE configuration rules for the 2408 FCoE Converged Network Switch apply to SANs that
include the operating systems and storage products listed in Table 21 (page 83).

C-series FCoE Converged Network switches
This section describes support for C-series FCoE CN switches, switch models, and FCoE fabric
rules. For more information on configuring C-series FCoE CN switches, see “FCoE switch
configuration quick-setup instructions” (page 392).
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C-series Nexus 5020 FCoE Converged Network Switch
The C-series Nexus 5020 is a 2 RU, 10-GbE, Cisco IEEE DCB, FCoE, and Fibre Channel switch.
It has a fixed configuration of 40 10-GbE, Cisco IEEE DCB, and FCoE SFP+ ports. The first 16
fixed ports are dual speed, supporting both 10-GbE and 1-GbE. The switch has two expansion
slots that can accommodate up to 16 Fibre Channel switch ports.

C-series Nexus 5010 FCoE Converged Network Switch
The C-series Nexus 5010 is a 1 RU, 10-GbE, Cisco IEEE DCB, FCoE, and Fibre Channel switch.
It has a fixed configuration of 20 10-GbE, Cisco IEEE DCB, and FCoE SFP+ ports. The first 8 fixed
ports are dual speed, supporting both 10-GbE and 1-GbE. The switch has one expansion slot that
can accommodate up to 8 Fibre Channel switch ports.

Expansion modules for the C-series Nexus 5000 Series switches
The C-series Nexus 5000 Series switches can accommodate expansion modules that connect Fibre
Channel SANs to 8, 4, 2, or 1 Gb/s Fibre Channel switch ports. Use these modules to increase
the number of 10-GbE, Cisco IEEE DCB, and FCoE ports. The Nexus 5010 has one expansion
slot; the Nexus 5020 has two expansion slots that accommodate the following modules:
•

Nexus 5000 6-port 10GbE Module

•

Nexus 5000 4-port 4Gb FC and 4-port 10GbE Module

•

Nexus 5000 8-port 4Gb FC Module

•

Nexus 5000 6-port 8Gb FC Module

For the latest information on supported C-series FCoE CN switches and firmware versions, see the
HP SAN Infrastructure website:
http://h18006.www1.hp.com/storage/saninfrastructure.html
Table 18 (page 81) lists the firmware version and port maximums for the C-series Nexus switches.
Table 18 C-series Nexus switches for NX-OS
Switch
Nexus 5020

Firmware version

Maximum number of Fibre Maximum number of Ethernet
Channel ports
ports

NX-OS 5.0(3)N2(2),
5.0(2)N2(1),
4.2(1)N2(1),
4.2(1)N1(1),
4.1(3)N2(1a),
4.1(3)N1(1),
4.0(1a)N1(1a),
4.0(1a)N1(1)

16

52

8

26

nl

nl

nl

nl

Nexus 5010

nl

nl

nl

Table 19 (page 81) describes C-series Nexus expansion module support.
Table 19 C-series Nexus expansion module support matrix
Switch
Expansion module

Nexus 5020

Nexus 5010

HP Nexus 5000 6-port 10GbE Module

Yes

Yes

HP Nexus 5000 4-port 4Gb FC and 4-port
10GbE Module

Yes

Yes

HP Nexus 5000 8-port 4Gb FC Module

Yes

Yes

HP Nexus 5000 6-port 8Gb FC Module

Yes

Yes
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Features
Features of the C-series FCoE CN switches include:
•

Unified fabrics

•

I/O consolidation—Reduces capital and operating expense

•

Application flexibility—Support a number of applications as access-layer switches co-located
with servers in data center racks or for middle-of-row deployments

•

Consolidated resource management—Support existing configuration and management tools

•

Energy efficiency

•

PFC

•

Bandwidth management

•

DCBX Protocol

•

Congestion management (BCN)

•

Layer 2 multipathing (hardware capable)

•

Convergence and compatibility with existing FC fabrics

•

High availability (see Table 20)

Table 20 (page 82) provides a comparison of the high-availability features for C-series Nexus
5000 Converged Network Switches.
Table 20 C-series Nexus 5000 Series switch high-availability feature comparison

Switch
Nexus 5020

Redundant/
hot-swappable
power

Redundant/
hot-swappable
cooling

Redundant
control
processor
nl

Nondisruptive
code activation

Expansion
module support

Protocol
support

Yes/Yes

Yes/Yes

No

No

Yes

FC
IEEE DCB
10-GbE FCoE

nl

nl

Nexus 5010

Yes/Yes

Yes/Yes

No

No

Yes

nl

Usage
The Nexus 5000 Series switches are intended for use as edge switches, providing a bridge between
10-GbE and Fibre Channel protocols. See “FCoE fabric topologies” (page 38).

FCoE Converged Network switch fabric rules
This section describes the fabric rules for C-series FCoE CN switches and other factors you should
consider when building C-series FCoE CN fabrics. For general C-series Fibre Channel switch fabric
rules, see “Fibre Channel switch fabric rules” (page 131).

Operating systems and storage products
The FCoE configuration rules for C-series FCoE CN switches apply to SANs that include the operating
systems and storage products listed in Table 21 (page 83).

Storage system support
This section describes storage system support for access from CNA-based servers. These storage
systems can be attached to Fibre Channel switches in the fabric or connected to the Fibre Channel
ports of an FCoE CN switch.
Table 21 (page 83) lists operating system software and storage products that are supported with
HP CN1000E and CN1000Q CNAs.
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Table 21 HP CN1000E and CN1000Q operating system and storage system support
Operating systems1

Storage products2
• MSA2000fc G2 (MSA2312fc/MSA2324fc)
• MSA2000fc (MSA2012fc/MSA2212fc)—Supported on
CN1000E only
• P2000 G3
• EVA4400
• EVA4400 with embedded switch3

• Microsoft Windows
• Linux
• VMware ESX

• EVA4100/6100/8100
• EVA6400/8400
• XP10000/12000
• XP20000/24000
• P9500
• 3PAR4 F-Class, T-Class
• P6300/P6350/P6500/P6550 EVA
• P6300/P6350/P6500/P6550 EVA with an iSCSI/FCoE
module5
• P9500 with an FCoE channel adapter6

1

2
3

4

For operating system and storage product version support, see the HP SPOCK website at http://www.hp.com/storage/
spock. You must sign up for an HP Passport to enable access.
Supported as Fibre Channel targets unless noted otherwise.
The EVA4400 with the embedded switch is not supported for connectivity to C-series Fibre Channel switches or Nexus
Converged Network Switches.
For information about 3PAR CNA and FCoE CN switch support, see the 3PAR InForm Compatibility Matrix.

5

Supported as an FCoE/iSCSI target connected to a CN switch 10 GbE Ethernet port.

6

Supported as an FCoE target connected to a B-series or C-series CN switch 10 GbE Ethernet port.

Operating system support
For current operating system support, see the SPOCK website at http://www.hp.com/storage/
spock. You must sign up for an HP Passport to enable access.

Boot from SAN support
BFS is supported for FC arrays attached to standard FC switches in a fabric that includes CN
switches. BFS is not supported for FC arrays attached to 2408 FCoE Converged Network Switches
at this time.
DC SAN Director Switch 10/24 FCoE Blade supports BFS from the storage attached to any of the
other FC blades in the same director or to any Fibre Channel switch that is part of the same fabric
as the DC SAN Director that contains the 10/24 FCoE Blade.
This section provides information about installing BFS software.
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Windows 2003 (x86, x64) and 2008 (x86, x64)
•

BFS is supported on all supported HP servers.

•

The information in HP Boot from SAN Configuration Guide (available on http://
h18006.www1.hp.com/storage/networking/bootsan.html) is accurate for Windows BFS on
a CNA based server for Windows 2003 with the following exceptions:

◦

You must install an HP CNA driver kit (available for download at the HP website:
http://www.hp.com/support/downloads

◦

For Windows 2003, press F6 to prompt for the driver disk.

◦

For Windows 2008, click Load Driver when prompted for the location in which to install
Windows (see Figure 51).

nl

Figure 51 Install Windows 2008 (x86, x64)

Red Hat Enterprise Linux
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•

BFS is supported on all supported HP servers.

•

The information in HP Boot from SAN Configuration Guide (available at http://
h18006.www1.hp.com/storage/networking/bootsan.html) is accurate for BFS on a CNA
based server with the following exceptions:

◦

You must install an HP CNA driver kit (available for download at the HP website:
http://www.hp.com/support/downloads).

◦

Use the linux dd mpath rather than the linux mpath command to prompt to load
a driver and enable multipath for the installation.

nl
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SUSE Linux Enterprise Server
•

BFS is supported on all supported HP servers.

•

The information in HP Boot from SAN Configuration Guide (available at http://
h18006.www1.hp.com/storage/networking/bootsan.html) is accurate for BFS on a CNA
based server with the following exception:

◦

Use the GUI to load the driver (Figure 52).

Figure 52 SLES installation

Multipathing software support
For current multipathing software support, see the SPOCK website at http://www.hp.com/storage/
spock. You must sign up for an HP Passport to enable access.

Multipathing software support
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